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-\s the feature sizes of \Very-l-arge-Scale,-Integrated. (VI .51) circuits continue to decrease.

* the timing performance of a design cannot be estimated accurately .vithout introducing the sig-

* nal delay due to interconnect parasitics. Modeling interconnect parasitics directly from a cir-

cuit layout is therefore emphas ized.

In this research. t'wo programs. EE\IRC and IIP)EX. ha\,e been developed to investigate the

* ollow.in-' arezvs: (1I) interconnect modeling. (2) hierarchical parasitic circuit extraction, and (3)

collapsing technique for interconnects. The FEM1RC is a tvo-dimensional, finite-element pro-

U gram \k hich .umputes the resistance or the capacitance f rom the user-specitied oeometry. Since

*the equation for"mulation for ITMIRC is based on a finite-element method. there is no shape res-

triLtions on dielectric interfaces or conductor geometries. In resistance calculation, a quasi-

I three-dimensional effect of contact resistance is also taken into account. The program UIPI:X is

a ierarchi, al parasitic circuit extractor which takes the CIF layout description as an input and

* 'enerates a SPICl input with different details of- interconnect parasitics. In this extractor.

- ana; ticl forulasfitted from numerical data are used to model interconnectpaaiiso

\'I SI LirLuit1S in ordfer to compromise between the accuracy and the computation time. Simula-

* (ions ,ho\A. (hat by carefully fitting data analvtical formulas can he \,er-v accurate. especially

hen zhe interc:onnect region is fairly regular. layout partition technique. which Iacijitates the

*iner~onnect modeling, is also \,udied and implemented in IIPI'>U linallY. a new node redluc

nion itehnique .khich aLccuratelv reduces, paraitic RC netv~ orks is studied. This technique is
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CHAPI-ER 1.

INTRODUCFION

As the density and complexity of Very-Large-Scale-Integrated (VLSI) circuits continue to

. increase, detecting errors in circuit and layout designs manually becomes almost impossible.

- Hence. to ensure error-free circuit designs before being sent to the expensive fabrication step. it

' is important to have Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) tools to perform design verifications rang-

ing from the behavior level to the circuit level. In general. extensive verification steps should

* be taken on the different levels of circuit designs to make sure that the functionality and per-

. formance of a VLSI system meet the user's specifications. A flowchart describing different lev-

. els of designs and their verifications is shown in Figure 1 .

S !In order to handle the complexity problem inherent in VLSI designs. it is a common prac-

tice to design a VLSI system hierarchically. Once a VLSI system is constructed in this fashion,

it is natural to exploit the design hierarchy in verification tools from the computer time point

of view. Figure 1.1 also shows several levels of the hierarchy in the top-down design and their

i-orresponding verifications. However, at each level of the top-down circuit design the func-

. .: tionalitv and performance of the system cannot be guaranteed unless feedback from physical

designs is taken into consideration.

1.1. Functional and Performance Verification of a VLSI System

In 'erifving a VLSI -stem ,r circuit, two critical issues must be emphasized:

S() functional verification and

(2) perlormance ",erification.

. . . * . .

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..:.

. .. . . . . . . . . - -- - - * - *



Arc hitecturalI Regwser 'I rain-,Ier

I ogic D~esign --- Iogic \ erificzti( .n

C~irc uit D~esign .------- Circuit %\erification

Layvout D~esign Layout Verification

(Physic al Design)

Figure 1.1 Flowchart for designvefiaon

F~unctional v.erification can be defined as verifying a design's functionality to ensure !hat the

design performs the function as originally specified. D~ifferent lev els of functional verification

ranging from the behavior level to the circuit level are usually needed during the, top-klo\x n

* design phase.

In each le'.el of the functional verification, for the purpow of iesting the !unttion.ltv .I

a design. the designer should pro' ide different input test \etors. .- nalvsi,, prograim,, uh a>,

functional or logic sim ulator,. can be classified in this t vpe of verifi-ition liw-~e', er it ti,
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te pe-r r man, e er i t jT it r a \lS . i en'u ire :he !rei)Lret:

~'' ~ . pe ;ie,1 f- he !e-,oner 1he pired -k j~h de',ign anr

drpnt:enl r '! .-nderl, rn:. [ro,&' s technolg, . and *The curtuit 'le"Ign 14. le

L - iI g_. !nrl Uternine-s the inhe:Vnt deVk1e dt~a\ .which fn turn pla\. the

.m~1n'Part ;n :he r~eraitin ~peed ao! I SI ,.stem. hee r.hecreetiatn

u . o ..i n de!La'. , ;nL lUding txith activ-e and passi,.e devices is a key factor for the suc-

';trr~o'- "hine ernfitalion of a thip design

a Sn~e the 1,.)er Ic. ci implementation has a significant impact on a VLSI svstems speed.

ie ei,. ahs,-tractiun f rom the lotker level to a higher level delay model is imperative for the

nigher -. els of performance %eritication. If a design synthesis tool such as a silicon compiler is

.2111h/ed to directlv generate the phvysical layout of the entire chip from the behavioral descrip-

iivn, the silicon LC)Mpiler has to perform timing estimation at various levels of the design in

*,rt~er to ;uarantee the speed requirement of the design. Because the delay concept is bottom-up

* and the ,ihii.on compilation is top-dovn. a timing-dri.en silicon compiler needs feedback from

he loA e- !e ek I the higher let. el tynthesis steps. unlike generating the correct functionality

A al desi 2n
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1.2. Physical Parameter Extraction

4*"

One of the critical issues in the performance verification ot the lowest level of a VLSI

design is to correctly identify both transistors and interconnect parasitics in the physical lay-

outs. This process is known as circuit extraction. Several programs [2-10] have been imple-

mented to emphasize various aspects of circuit extraction depending on the verification tool to

be used in the next phase, namely, the simulation phase. Basically, three types of informaton

can he obtained by circuit extraction:

" (1) circuit elements such as .MOS devices, resistance and capacitances

(2) electrical parameters associated with circuit elements, and

(3) connectivity of circuit elements.

"Tpes (1) and (3) are enough for circuit schematic comparison programs [11]. and logic simu-

lators [12]. whereas all three types of information are required for circuit and switch-level

timing simulators [13-14].

Pre% iouslv, only active devices were extracted from the physical layout because they

,,ere sufficient to predict the circuit performance. But in the present-day device technology

*\ ith submicron feature sizes, interconnect parasitics can no longer be neglected [15-171. In

order to be able to accurately predict delays through signal paths in VLSI circuits, resistances

and capacitances associated with the interconnects should also be included in the output of cir-

cuit extraction. Since the actual value of interconnect capacitances and resistances is strongly

dependent on the physical layout, it becomes important to find accurate models for intercon-

nects in the circuit layout in order to correctly estimate the effect of interconnect parasitics on

VLSI circuit performance.

The most difficult task in modeling interconnects is calculating interconnect resistances.

self-capacitances and coupling capacitances between conductors. Recently some techniques [3-
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5 10. IS-20] have been developed to model such interconnect parasitics from circuit layouts.

One of them is to manipulate layout data first (1,S. then use a process simulator [21] to calcu-

late parasitic electrical parameters. This technique can simulate the effect of process parameters

on interconnect parasitics. However. it is very expensive. computationally, to simulate the

fabrication process for VLSI circuits. even if analytical formulas are used in the process simu-

lator. Another technique couples the library look-up method and the numerical method such

as the finite difference method in modeling interconnects [3]. In this technique. the first step is

to partition lavout data into -ertain configurations. If the configuration is in the library, then it

is not difficult to generate interconnect capacitance or resistance. On the other hand, if this

configuration has not been encountered before, numerical methods need to be applied to calcu-

. late the interconnect parameters. This new configuration can then be added to the library. This

technique gi\es quite accurate results because that the look-up tables are built by using accu-

rate numerical methods. However, it is still time-expensive if the layout configuration is

highly irregular

5. 1.3. Features of HPEX

In this thesis. in order to demonstrate the detailed extraction of interconnect parasitics. a

. hierarchical, rectangle-based circuit extractor called IIPI.X (ilierarchical Parasitic and circuit

"-Xtractor) has been developed. Features of IIPEX can be described as follows.

1.3.1. Manhattan style layouts

Manhattan layouts described in the CIF [22] layout language are used as input to HPFX

In Manhattan layouts. all boundary segments are parallel to either x -axis or v-axis. There are

two reasons to adopt this layout style in our study. First. the data structure and extraction

algorithms can be simplified and made more efficient for Manhattan layouts during circuit

extraction as compared to that for the nonrestricted layouts. Second. the Manhattan layout
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style is gradually accepted in industry due to its simplicity in both manual and automatic lay-

out designs. Therefore. in developing an experimental extractor such as HPEX. the Manhattan

layout style is a good assumption.

1.3.2. Analytical formulas

Analytical formulas for resistance and capacitance computations along with a rectangle

decomposition algorithm are employed in IIPEX to model interconnect parasitics. The computa-

tion time can be reduced substantially, compared to using numerical methods to model inter- "

connect parasitics. Although some accuracy might be lost with analytical formulas, it is still a .-

good trade-off, considering the increasing complexity of layout designs.

1.3.3. Layout resizing

.avout resizing algorithms are applied to input layouts in the extraction preprocessing

phase in order to compensate the process bias such as feature size widening due to lateral

diffusion or shrinkage in polysilicon lines due to an incomplete photoresist developing. This

consideration for extracting real conductor feature sizes will greatly enhance the accuracy of,_.

the parasitic modeling.

1.3.4. Separate process file

The process file for HPEX is separated from the execution code. A different process file

can he specified without recompiling the program. Therefore. users can easily experiment with

many different process files in order to optimize the design.

.o

!S
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1.3-5. Different output files

Five different output files, as shown in Figure 1.2, can be generated by HPEX:

[1] Input file for schematic comparison program such as GEMINI [II]: If the designer wants

I, to make sure that the layout has the same schematic as the original design, only the

transistor list needs to be identified and fed into the schematic comparison program such 7

as GEMINI. which takes the extracted and designed schematics as an input, then uses the

graph isomorphism algorithm to test if these two schematics are the same. Some layout

mistakes can be easily detected by this program.

4.

CIF

• ", H P E X "

l I

Schematic Circuit Timing Crci

SPICE STIMCircitia

Comparison Simulation Simulation Simulation

Figure 1.2 )ifferent output files of HPEX.

j".
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[2] Input file for switch-level simulator such as MOSTIM [141: If only rough timing infor-

mation is required or a big circuit needs to be simulated, the extracted circuit should be

suitable for the timing simulator or switch-level simulator such as MOSTIM. Since most

of this type of simulators cannot handle interconnect resistances, the resistance extraction

is not performed for this output file. In addition, all node capacitances including intercon-

nect capacitances and device nonlinear capacitances are lumped to ground in the capaci-

tance extraction because simple device models are generally employed in the timing or

switch-level simulators.

[3] Input file for circuit simulator such as SPICE2 [13]: If the most accurate circuit simula-

tion is required. the extracted output file should include all detailed interconnect parasi-

tics such as self- and coupling capacitances, and all resistances. The nonlinear capacitances

associated with MOS transistors are not extracted explicitly. Since SPICE can compute the

device internodal capacitances for given device dimensions, only dimensions related to

device capacitances are extracted. For example, in the transistor extraction the source area

and perimeter are estimated.

[4] Input file containing only the critical path information for SPICE2 " A circuit simulator

has its limitation in handling a circuit with a large number of transistors. One practical

way to simulate a large chip is to simulate the critical path that determines the chip tim-

ing. By having user-specified nodes along the critical path. all transistors and interconnect

parasitics in this path can be extracted by HPEX. Besides. the capacitive loading of all side

branches is carefully estimated and added in the extracted file.

[51 Logic block description : In this output. the logic function of each gate is described in

terms of boolean equation. At present. this type of extraction works only for conventional

NIOS and CM(OS circuit designs.

V

.. .-.. .. . . . . .
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1.3.6. Node reduction

An accurate node reduction technique is developed and employed in !tPEX to reduce the

number of parasitic elements for the extracted SPICE input file. This will reduce the computa-

0 tion time in the SPICE simulation. In addition, the designer can easily pinpoint the interconnect

parasitics which are responsible for the performance degradation if this degradation is indeed

due to the interconnection delay.

1.4. Overview of Thesis

As mentioned in the previous section. interconnect modeling for VLSI circuits is a must in

circuit performance verification when devices with small feature sizes are used. Modeling

interconnect parasitics directly from a circuit layout, however, is getting difficult in terms of

accuracy and computation time. In order to study the accuracy of parasitic modeling, to-

dimensional empirical models for interconnect capacitance and resistance are first studied. Based

on these models, a two-dimensional program called IE.MRC is developed. Since the equation

formulation for FEMRC is based on the finite-element method. there are no shape restrictions

on dielectric interfaces for capacitance calculation. Not only capacitance but also resistance can

be calculated by this program. In resistance calculation, a quasi-three-dimensional effect of con-

tact resistance is also taken into account. Details on formulation and implementation of FEMRC

are given in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 3, a layout partition technique for resistance and capacitance modeling similar

to the one proposed by Mori and Wilmore in [20] is studied. By applying this technique. we

use analytical formulas fitted from numerical data rather than numerical methods to model

interconnect parasitics of VLSI circuits in order to compromise between the accuracy and the

computation time. By carefully fitting data, analytical formulas can be very accurate. espe-

callv .%hen the interconnect region is fairly regular. If a small part of the irregular layout

l '1
-.' -%<, :-" ""-"
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region requires accurate parasitic computation, wxe su-est using two- or even three-dimeninal

empirical models to calculate interconnect parasitics. D~ue to the complicated layout design. this

extraction methodology compromising between efficiency and accuracy may be the best ,ka,, to

perform circuit extraction and to verify the design.

The data structure and geometrical algorithms used in H-PFX are diiscussed in Chapter 4.

In order to extract the actual feature sizes for interconnect modeling, an efficient layout re-,i.,

algorithm based on a scanline approacni and a simple rectangle data structure is also prt-.eilied

in Chapter 4. Vollo, ino this, extraction algorithms used in IA and details on their limpe-

mentation are given in Chapter 5. Finally, a new node reduction technique ' hich .auraitel.

reduces parasitiL. RC net'~ orks is studied This technique is capable of reducing a large -lunie

of interc:onnect data into a maaebesize. thrb-usatal reducing" the effort netdtrd 1I

* . erit~ a! ion The theoretical background and implementation deta ikI t or the node rtu .

technique can be found in Chapter 6. Finally, conclusions and recommendations on f uture

resean, h topics are gi, en in Chapter 7.



CHAPTER 2.

T\\v O-I)INIENSIONAL MODELS FOR IN'FFRCONNFWI'

2.1. Introduction

.AthougPh it is \xell knowvn that red uction of circuit dimensions will decrease the lmtercon-

nekt %.apac~tanc(e rroportionately, there are twxo design considerations that force the capacitance

to sta; high The first consideration is that designers try to increase the chip reliability wxith

re'.ect to the ele tromnigration effect in aluminum conductors by scaling the conjlu(zor thick--

ness, dow n ,lo,. 1l\ in .ornparison to the reduct ion of feature ;i7e T[he second consideration is

That wxe attempt to minimize the signal delay, by reducing the -sheet resistance Since the sheet

resistano-e is in, er-sei proportional to the conductor thickness, the latter thickness is also( scaled

down slowx ivompared to the chir horizontal scaling As a result, the side-wall f ringing capa-%

Litance of conductors becomes., important in determining the co',erall capacitance- It has been

S predicted that the interconnection delay will become dominant in deciding the chip operating

s peed. especiall'. wxhen the scale-dJo\n of device feature size Lontinues [15]. In order -o accu-

ratel'. predict thie performance of VI SI circuits, the capacitance of interconnect lines s;hould be

careful,', modeled BeCaUSe of1 the important role played by the tr~nging hield in determining the

total Lapac:tance. two-dimensional or even three-dimensional effects should he taken into

As menlioned ;n Chapter 1 . not only the capacitance but also the resistance determines the

pert,)rmanc-e of VL-SI Lircuits. As for the resistance calculaition. se'.eral metho'ds ha\.e been

* reported [20I.23-201. One of most commonly used methods computes the resistances of rec-

tan~ular shaped conduotors by sim pI'. counting the number of squares in the :onductor and

multuplving it hy, the sheet resistance When using this method, the direction of :urrent flow,
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must be estimated before calculating the length-to-width ratio of conductors. One disadvan-

tage of this method is its limitation to the acceptable resistance shape. [or example. the resis-

tance shape with boundary segments not parallel with x -axis or y'-axis cannot be correctly

handled by this method. in addition, two-dimensional effects, such as current crowding. and

contact resistance are not taken into account by this method. In order to improve resistance

accuracy, numerical analyses of physical equations are generally applied. These numerical

approaches include the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation [25]. the finite difference method.

and the finite-element method (FEM) [26]. In this chapter. the FENl is adopted to calculate the

interconnect resistance. The proposed resistor model can handle any arbitrarily shaped, multi-

region and multi-electrode conductor regions. Furthermore, by using a different physical equa-

tion for contact regions. contact resistances can be incorporated into the resistance calculation.

In the following sections. a two-dimensional model for calculating capacitances between

multiple conductors is first described, followed by a discussion of two-dimensional resistance

model,. rhen some features of a finite-element program called FEMRC are given. Finally, some

examples of FIF.MRC for capacitance and resistance calculation are illustrated.

2.2. Capacitance of Multiconductors

2.2.1. Integral method

The integral method expresses the solution to the Laplace equation. which determines the

potential in a region D. by the following form:

V(r) = fG(r .r')o-(r')dr' . (2.1)

D

,k here Vr ) is the potential. o-(r') denotes the charge density at point r'. and G(r.r') is an

apprepriate (ireen fun, tion that describes the potential at r induced by a unit charge at r'.

\lthough the indicated integration covers the entire region D. it needs in fact to be performed

-• • -- '• . . . .... P . ................. .. ". -" % ' ,% "-% " .% ' " %
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only where the charge density 0r(r') is not zero. For an N-conductor system. if the potential at

the surface of each conductor is specified. the only unknowns left in Eq. (2.1) are the charge

densities. By using the method of moments and a set of basis and testing functions [27], charge

densities in Eq. (2.1) can be solved by a system of linear equations.

Once charge densities are obtained on the surface of all conductors for different combina-

tions of conductor potentials. the capacitance coefficients can be easily computed. Consider a

three-conductor problem shown in Figure 2.1. The capacitance coefficients can be defined as

Q= C l4,D + C 12( 1-4 2 ) + C1(0- -Y

C, 1 (4-' 1 ) + C, 2' + C23(42-4 s )

Q3 = C 31 (1)3 -4> 1 ) + C 32(D 3-$ 2) + C33¢3 (2.2) 7

-' where Qi s the total charge on conductor i. 1 is the potential of conductor j. and C,, denotes

the capacitance coefficients. By applying even and odd mode potential patterns. C,, in Eq. (2.2)

Scan be easily determined.

,I,

%4-

S (2)
'°- • .. .. ............................. ..

C1 2 1C 3

C13 0

C C22  C 334.it

GROUND PLANE

Figure 2.1 A three-conductor system.

YZZZ. .%
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One of the critical tasks in using integral method for capacitance calculation is to derie

an appropriate Green's function for different dielectric regions. Two different methods for

deriving Greens function have been proposed: (1) the method of images [28]. and (2) spectral

analy'sis [29]. However, these two methods are only practical for dielectric regions with planar

interfaces. The Green function for non-planar dielectrics is too complicated to obtain expli-

citlv. This is one of the disadvantages in applying the integral method to compute the capaci-

tance. But from the computer time and storage point of view, the integral method is still a

good and acceptable means to compute the interconnect capacitance. A typical program which

uses this method to calculate capacitance is CAP2D [27]. -.

2.2.2. Finite-element method

Instead of solving the charge densities, the differential method computes the potentials

directly bv solving the following Laplace equation over a region fl subject to some boundary

c onditions.

VEVD(x.v) = 0 (x .Y ) E fl (2.3)

Boundary condition (BC) has to be specified at every point of the boundary in order to obtain a

unique solution of the above equation. Boundary conditions can be further classified into two

principal types for the Laplace equation:

I) Dirichlet (or Essential) BC: An equation relating the values of 4 at points of the boun-

d a r v

(2) .Vcumann (,,r Natural) BC: An equation relating the values of first derivative of P (VD)

at points of the boundary.

l1.o methods an be employed to numerically solve the Laplace equation: (1) finite-difference

method t [D! . and (2) finite-element method (FEM). The approach we de.cribe here is the
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finite-element method, which is more flexible in handling irregular boundaries and nonplanar

dielectrics. r

Two methods are generally used to formulate finite-element equations: (I) minimization

of the functional, and (2) weighted residual process. Since the functional of the Laplace equa-

tion is explicit, it is convenient to apply the minimization of the functional to derive finite-

* element equations. The problem to solve Eq. (2.3) is then equivalent to finding P. which

satisfies boundary conditions and minimizes

• " 2 2""

X=f Ell"" 1 1 dxdy . (2.4)

where 0 is the region of interest. If the region of interest is discretized into N grid points, the

* approximate potential in this region can be expressed as

N

X '(_v N= (X y)0, (2.5)

wkhere N, is the shape function (or the interpolation function), and b is the potential at node i.

The shape function N, has the following property:

"0 i j

X 1 .y1 ) = (2.6)

For a linear triangular element shown in Figure 2.2, the shape function can be derived as
o

(a, +bx +c,
N,(x .Y)= (2.7)

where the area A is given by

.. i x1  Y11 -

A = - 1 .,~ vI. (2.S) -

2 I .1
•" 1 . y 4',

v

and the constantsa b. and c: are given in terms of nodal coordinates hy

., . . , ., °., - -. - - °. . . - , ,- ., , . ,* • - ° - .. . . *. * .* * , , . .,, * , .
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(X 3 Y 3)

(xjy1  //-' (22 y9)

axx

=f= f.Ea+ add (2.90)

Suittotebing obta25) ined by. cyclic. ermatheo.Letthe unknown potetinta fo be dfianedla

element b lmn:teeeetcnrbto ol hnb vlae sn q 2) o n

* usittn q.(.)hnoE.e21).r ae the elementn mo tf)-atrix eqato for a lna triangularelmn isg enb
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b~b1+c~C1 bib,+cic, bib3+c 1c3  p

[h]- b',+C,C, b.,b,+c -c, b,b 3 +cC 3  (2.12)

b3bi+c 3c1 b3b3 +C 3c, b3 b3 +C 3C3

It ma,, b:e noted that the element matrix is svmmetric.

After assembling a whole set of minimization equations and imposing suitable boundary

conditions such as conductor potentials, .\'e can solve the following set of linear equations to

find the potential at each grid point:

[iiI (2.13)

*In the abo'.e equation. the right -hand '.e~tor is, nonzero b)ecause of Dirichlet boundary con-

di.ion.s being torct-d. In this ,se tne lDirichlet )oundar,, onciition is the conductor voltage In

order to g&., i better ac~ ora:L. in H1 iM, a t,,Iical global matrix (1H] which contains a large

rnmber of eqojatons is us ed lfwo'.eever in general mos, t of the terms in the matrix [//] are zero).

U lfl re. ,par,,e malrix teihniques such as minimum fill-in reordering and I 1! factorization

re eplo> ed to sok e f-q (2 1 3 in o2rder to sa,,e mnemor. pace and (CP. time.

)nce potentials at grid points are ohiained h, Fq (2 113. the elecirri field within each

linear tr iang~ular element can he computed as follox-s:

=C ) cic 2 c6V. (2 14)

',:oere .1 and vare unit . ectors in the x and -directions. respectively B~y integrating the

ele~iric held around the .onductors, and appl-, ing the G;auss, !aw, the charge on each conductor is

Cn-iderin4 an \-LondJUctor sstem, the capacitance maitrix can be sok'.ed by the following

mnatrix equation

%S

- . . .' .%
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[C] = [Q ]Iv1- (2.16)

where [V] is the voltage excitation matrix which contains N independent excitations, and [Q] is

the corresponding charge matrix. "

Since it is impossible to discretize the region with open boundary in the FE.M. a closed

region is used to approximate the infinite region. As a consequence, some accuracy may be lost

due to this approximation. However. by carefully choosing the region of importance. we still

can maintain the accuracy of results. For example, in capacitance calculation the closed boun-

darv is chosen such that the electric field on the boundary should be negligible.

As described before, unlike the integral method, the finite-element method is not res-

tricted to the geometric configuration of the insulators and conductors. This has an important

implication in the present multilayered interconnect technology because the true structure of

conductors and surrounding insulating layers can be simulated. Therefore, in a VLSI chip with

small feature sizes, the finite-element method seems to be a better approach in determining the

interconnect capacitance.

2.3. Resistance Calculation

2.3.1. Conductor region without contact windows

Consider an interconnect region il with no contact windows as shown in Figure 2.3. Let

the electrodes be around the boundary of this region. The governing equation can be described

by the following Laplace equation:

V-V(x..) = 0 (x.y) E fl (2.17)
R,

. 1
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.5

Electrode (1) Electode (2)

Figure 2.3 A conductor region without contacts.

Boundary Conditions:

(x y ) Constant (x .y ) E Electrode (I) and Electrode (2)

VI(x ,v ) = 0 (x .v ) £Electrode (1) and Electrode (2)

where R, is the sheet resistance. Since Eq. (2.17) has the same form as Eq. (2.3). two-

,dimensional resistance calculation in this case follows the same procedures described in the

preceding section. The only difference is that the permittivity e is replaced by -. The element

matrix for a linear triangular element in resistance calculation is given by

bib1 +Ccc b1b,+c1c2 bb,+cC 3,
S- bb 1 +cc 1 bb,+c,c, b,b +c,c (2 18)

4R, A
b3b1 +c3 c1 b~b,+c 3c, b3b,+c 3c.,

After the global matrix is assembled from all element matrices by incorporating the boun-

.  darv conditions, the potentials at grid points can be solved. From the potential information.

the current flowing out or into each electrode can be easily calculated by

f d3''/" I R,
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where IF is a line segment along the electrode E. Because a linear interpolation potential func-

tion has been assumed inside a linear triangular element, the current density in a triangular

region is a constant.

Consider an interconnect region with N electrodes. The resistances ketween N electrodes
4,.

can he calculated by repeatedly applying twe following procedures:

C.'

() For electrode i. set D, I land O,, = O Vj ;e i.

(2) Obtain potential solution and calculate the electrode current 1."

(3) Resistance R, is then computed by the following equation:

(2.20)
1) I

N(N+I)
Repeat the above procedures for i from I to N. a complete resistance network with 2!
resistors can be obtained.

2.3.2. Conductor region with contact windows

Due to a large amount of contacts required in a VLSI chip design. the metal-to-diffusion

and metal-to-polysilicon contact resistances inevitably play an important role in determining

the total interconnect resistance. In this section. we will take the contact windows into the

finite-element equation formulation in order to calculate the interconnect resistance including

the contact resistance. Consider a diffusion region with boundary and contact window elec-

trodes as shown in Figure 2.4. Assume that the contact regions are covered by metal and the

metal voltage is constant. For this case. the two-dimensional field problem can be described [30]

as Iollows:

I Outside the contact window, the potential must satisfy the l.aplace equation. namely.

Equation (2.1 7).

Ci . -- - . . .
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SElecti 
de (2) ',Contact: 

Elect .)de ( I)

. I

S................ 

L

Electrode (3)

V Figure 2.4 A conductor region with an inside contact.

(2) Inside the contact window, the potential is governed by

(2.21)SR , P, -

which is the Helmholtz equation. where p, is the specific contact resistivity and D,,, is the

voltage on the contact metal. The specific contact resistivity p, is defined as

O3. (v7
PC = (2.22)

where v, is the potential difference between the metal Fermi potential and the semicon-

ductor potential. For each process, p, is unique and can be determined by a certain test

structure.

The case of calculating resistances for the regions outside the contact window has already

been discussed in the previous section. In this section we will concentrate on formulating the

finite-element equations in the region within the contact window. It has been shown that the

I
-- .- ~--!
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functional of the Helmholtz equation is

x = + V -- ? 4,,, dxdv (2.23)
2pR px 0.-1

If again the linear triangular element is chosen, by differentiating the elemental functional with

respect to nodal potentials. we hae the following matrix equation:

- [h I{"k + 1Fr. (2.24)

,. where

b b +C c1 bib +C c, b b +CIII1 2 - 1 c13  2 1 1
[ ] 1 A ,

[h bbI+cc 1 b~b.,+c-c1 bb 3+c 2c 3 + 1 2 1 (2.25)

4R, A .12p,
b3b 1+c 3c1 b3b2+c3c, b3b3 +c3 c3  1 1 2

and

IF1" (2.26)
3p o

Consider a conductor with both noncontact and contact regions. The global matrix equation

associated with this conductor can be assembled on an element-by-element basis. In a matrix

assembling process. two different types of element matrices should be applied depending on the

location of the element. Equation (2.18) is used for a noncontact element, while both Eqs.

(2.25) and (2.26) are applied for a contact element. Using the same procedure as described in r:

the previous section. a complete resistance network corresponding to the region of interest can

be obtained. It is noted that the current flowing into a contact window can be calculated either

by integrating the current density around the contact window or by summing the current con-

tributed by all the elements inside the contact region. Using the latter method, we can derive

the current flowing into a contact in a closed form: -"
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* 11 0,0

I= E on VI C# c

SP" n(2.27)

,here e, is the region of the triangular element i.

2.4. Finite-Element Program: FEMRC

A finite-element program FEMRC. which implements the previously described capacitance

and resistance models, has been developed. The main flowchart showing the capacitance and

resistance calculation phases is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The grid generator IGGI2 from the dev-

ice simulator PISCES-lIB [31] is employed in FEMRC to automate the preliminary triangulation

phase by the user-specified boundary points and regions.

The main features of FEMRC are

() Due to the use of IGGI2 the users only have to provide a small amount of input data com-

pared to the massive amount of data for all triangular elements required in computation.

(2) Having different options. FEMRC can simulate both two-dimensional capacitances and

resistances.

* (3) In capacitance calculation. nonplanar dielectrics are easily handled. [here is no limitation

on the number of conductors or dielectrics.

(4) In the resistance calculation, any arbitrarily shaped. multiregion and multielectrode resis-

tor can be simulated.

._. .* -, ..4 . . .*,4*, . . -,\, . .-. , ... * . . . . .. .. . .... . . . . . . . . .- . . ',
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Input G;eometry
Material Properties

lBounda rv (?nditIions

Triangulation (IGGI2)

Element Matrix

Assembly

Solution Method

Charge (Current) d

Figure 2.5 Flowchart for FFMIRC.

The above Jeatures indicate that FELNI(? is a useful too] in estimating \ il~ interconnect capai

* tance and re'istances.
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2.5. Examples and Discussion

Example 1:

Figure 2.6 shows the cross section of an interconnect structure used for capacitance calcu-

* lation. wherein three metal conductors covered by two levels ol dielectrics are situated on the

top of silicon dioxide. The thickness of the metal is ltm and the thickness of field oxide is

I N3un . \ arious combinations of dielectrics, conductor widths and spacings listed in Table 2 1

, have been employed for simulation. In the first set of the simulations, planar dielectric inter-

faces are assumed in order to compare the simulation accuracy for FEIRC and CAP2D. The

" simulation results are listed in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 for self-capacitance and coupling capacitance.

respectively The self-capacitance in this case is the capacitance between the central line and the

substrate (or the ground plane), while the coupling capacitance is the capacitance between the

i entrai line and either of the adjacent lines. The capacitance C,,, is the measured data taken

-. - .....- ....- ..-.- - '\ -- .1- --- --

Passivation Laver

W S

ii 1.,3um

(ROL NI) PLANE

Figure 2.6 Cross section of three interconnection lines.

"". .. ...... A . . ..
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Table 2.1 Test structures and different passivations
for FENMRC calculations.

test structures
cae pitch linewidth W pain

__('Uim) .m (jtm)

(1) 3 1.7 1.3

(2) 4 1.8 2.2

(3) 5 2.3 2.7
(4)+ 5 2.8 2.2

____ passivations

() No passivation ( 1  = 1).

(B) I Atm thick SiO2.(,, = 3.9).

(C) I jum thick nitride (K,, =7.0).

1D I im thick SiO, + I )um thick nitride on the top.

tCP Yuan and T. N. Trick. ICCAD-S4. pp. 263-265 r
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Fable 2.2 Percentage errors of self-capacitances calculated by
FEMRC and CAP2I) for the structures listed in Table 2.1 .

passivation case (1) case (2) case (3) case (4)

- C,, 0.05 0.063 0.077 0.081

(A) C, (FEMRC) 0.0541 0.0625 0.0796 0.0816
I (FEMRC) 8.2 -0.79 3.4 0.74

% (CAP2D) 10 3.2 1.3 3.7
C.II 0.055 0.071 0.088 0.091

(B) C, (FEMRC) 0.056 0.0673 0.0893 0.0884

% '(FEMRC) 1.8 -5.2 1.5 -2.9

% (CAP2D) 4.5 0.6 -1.8 -0.9
M__C, 0.058 0.076 0.094 0.096

(C) C, (FEMRC) 0.0568 0.0695 0.0922 0.0904

7 (FEMRC) -2.1 -8.6 -1.9 5.8

- (CAP2D) 0.7 -2.6 -4.3 -4.2
C,l 0.057 0.074 0.091 0.094

(D) C, (-ITEMRC) 0.0578 0.0687 0.0905 0.0896
.E (tEMRC) 1.4 -7.2 -0.55 -4.9

U_ (CAP2D) 6.5 -0.3 -2.1 -2.3

tAssume planar dielectric interfaces for

both FENIRC and CAP2D calculations.

Percentage errors calculated by CAP2D are taken from
C. P. Yuan and T N. Trick. ICCAD-84, pp. 263-265.

.

.

aI,

%\ .* ** -.. . . . . . .
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Table 2.3 Percentage errors of coupling capacitances calculated by
FEMRC and CAP2D for the structures listed in Table 2.1 .

passivation case (1) case (2) case (3) case (4)

C,. 0.0205 0.0130 0.0107 0.0145

(A) C, (FEMRC) 0.0172 0.0097 0.0075 0.0104
%(FEMRC) -16 -25 -30 -28
7 (CAP2D) -8,8 -19 -21 -23

C,, 0.049 0.030 0.024 0.031

(B) C. (FEMRC) 0.0485 0.0291 0.023 0.0294
% (FEMRC) -1.0 -3.0 -4.2 -5.2 e.,

% (CAP2D) 3.9 2.0 2.9 1.9
C,1  0.070 0.039 0.030 0.040

(C) C (FEAIRC) 0.0814 0.050 0.0399 0.0498

%(FEMRC) 17 28 33 25

%(CAP2D) 21 33 40 33
C, 0.050 0.0345 0.0268 0.0362

(I)) C (FEMRC) 0.0529 0.0341 0.0287 0.0357
% (FEAMRC) 5.8 1.2 7.1 -1.4

% (CAI'2D) 9.6 2.6 13 4.4 _

t Assume planar dielectric interfaces for
both FEMRC and CAP2D calculations.

Percentage errors calculated by CAP2D are taken from
C. P. Yuan and T. N. Trick, ICCAD-84. pp. 263-265.

from [321. Percentage errors for both FEMRC and CAP21) by using the measured data as the

reference are computed as follows:

C, -C,,,
,Percentage error (,7c)= I(x

C,,,

By comparing the results, it is observed that percentage errors for self- and coupling capaci-

tance calculations are comparable for Fl-MRC and CAP21) it the measured data are used as the

reference. The percentage errors for self-capacitance are all within 1('(. lloxever. the percen-

tage errors for coupling capacitance are consistently greater. especially in passaations (A) and

IC ). This may be due to the :act that coupling capacitance is highly sensitive to the variation of
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conductor spacing and dielectric between conductors. Besides, it should e noted that the meas-

ured data on a physical model of a structure cannot be regarded as exact

In order to take a step coverage of passivation into account, a piece', ise line is used in the

second set of the simulations to approximate the nonplanar dielectric interface in the passiva-

tion laver. The simulation results along with the measured data are listed in Tables 2.4 and

.. 25. It should be noted that passivation (A) is not included in the tables because no dielectric

covers the conductors in this case. By comparison, we can see that the percentage error for

self-capacitance stays almost the same. However, the results for the coupling capacitance have

been improved on the average, for example. in the case of passivations (C) and (D). From this

observation, it is indicated that if we want to improve the simulation accuracy by taking non-

- planar dielectric into account, :FFMRC is an indispensable tool.

S.

Table 2.4 Percentage errors of sell -capacitances calculated by
FE.MRC for the structures listed in Table 2.1'.

passivation case (1) case (2) case (3) case (4)
C, 0.055 0.071 0.088 0.091

(13) C,(I'IRC ) 0.056 0.0679 0.0827 O.0874

1, r'(FtMRC) 1.8 -4.4 -60 -4.0

C,M 0.058 0.076 ,.094 0 .096
(C) C, (FFMRC) 0.0567 1 0.0702 0.0800 11()097

% ( (PFEMRC) -2.2 -7.6 -8.5 -0.1, "_

CM  0.057 0.074 0.091 0.094
()) C (IfMRC) 0.0577 0.0694 00842 ()08 88

_ 7( (1, _t.'AIRC ) 1.2 -6.2 , -5.5

S t .Assume nnplanar dielectric interfaces for FLNMRC calculations.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-

, S
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Table 2.5 Percentage errors of coupling capacitances calculated by
113\IRC for the structures listed in Table 2.1

__passivation Icase(I case (2) case (3) case (4)
C, 0.049 0.030 0.024 0.031

(B3) C (-FMRC) 0.0471 0.0251 0.0195 0.0263

S(FE'-,MRC) -3.9 -16 -19 -15
C,, 0.070 0.039 0.030 0.040j C) C, (FIARC) 0.0778 0.0401 0.0309 0.0414

7(ER) 11 2.8 3.0 3.5

C11 0.050 0.0345 0.0268 0.0362
(1) C(F.FNRC) 0.0521 0.0333 0.0277 0.0354

17((FEAIVRC) . -4.3 3.4 -2.2

tAssume nonpianar dielectric interfaces for FENIRC calculations.

Example 2:

In this example. two conductors with slant sidewalls situated on the top of oxide, as

sho% n in Figure 2.7. are simulated. From a cross-sectional view of this structure, it can be seen

tha! the conductors are first covered by a laver of nitride with 0.35Am thickness, then another

thick layer ol polvmide. Simulation results for conductors with s-pacing ranging from I.OAM

to 5.5Am are listed in TFable 2.6. The capacitance C, is the fringing capacitance between the -

conductor edge and ground. and C, is, the coupling capacitance betw',een two conductors. In

Table 2.6. calculated capacitances for both nonpianar and planar dielectric cases are both listed

for comparison. It is observed that the nonplanar dielectric interface ;n general has greater

impact on the coupling capacitance than on the fringing capacitance. This is because the non-

planar dielectric interlace significantly changes the equivalent dielectric constant between two

Londluctors if there is a large difference between the dielectric constants of the two ]avers of

pivsirations. Without considering the nonplanar dielectric etfect. 'we obtain an av erag 15'(
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Figure 2.7 Cross-sectional view of two conductors
with a nonpianar dielectric interface.
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Table 2.6 Comparison of capacitances calculated by FtEMRC for the structure
shown in Figure 2.7 with different dielectric interfaces.

pp

,Separation (Um) Nonplanardielectric Planar dielectric
C C' C, C

1.0 0.0217 0.0579 0.0219 0.0706

1.5 0.028h 0.0377 0.0302 0.0495
2.0 0.0346 0.0270 0.0375 0.0343
2.5 0.0405 0.0201 0.0432 0.0275
3.0 0.0437 0.0155 0.0507 0.0199
3.5 0.0465 0.0121 0.0513 0.0170

4.0 0.0492 0.0096 0.0558 0.0124
4.5 0.0508 0.0077 0.0593 0.0098 ,

5.0 0.0522 0.0062 0.0594 0.0079
5.5 0.0536 0.0050 0.0637 0.0064

tP. E. Cottrell and E. M. Buturla. IBM J. Res. Develop.,

pp. 277-288. May 1985.

error in the fringing capacitance calculation. However, the percentage error is increased to 25c

for the case of the coupling capacitance calculation.

Example 3:

Figure 2.8 shows a diffusion region with one contact electrode and one boundary electrode.

Assume that the sheet resistance is 12.4 fl and the specific contact resistivity is 24.3 flgmr. The

calculated resistance between the two electrodes is 19.311 including the contact resistance. For

comparison, we replace the contact electrode by a boundary electrode around the contact region

and perform the simulation again. The calculated total resistance is 10.8f for this case. An

8.50) difference is due to the effect of contact resistance. If a circuit layout has a large number

of such contacts, neglecting them in circuit extraction may cause an incorrect prediction of cir-

cuit performance in the next step of verification.

...................................-.. '..-...-... .........
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111

I I

Contact p, 243 iM

R,= 12.4f(

............ .

Electrode

* - Figure 2 8 An example layout with a contact electrode.

Example 4:

".*, In this example. we use a square coaxial transmission line [25] shown in Figure 2.9 to

evaluate the calculated accuracy. The exact resistance of this structure is known to be

o 1.287095144f) if the sheet resistance is 1.f. Table 2.7 shows the percentage errors and the cal-

culation times for different numbers of grid points chosen in FEMRC. The calculation time

includes grid generation. triangulation, matrix solving and other setup times. It is observed that
a-a

-'- increasing the number of triangular elements improves the calculated accuracy. just as theoreti-

• cally predicted. But the calculation time is significantly increased if a large number of grid

points are used in the calculation. For the practical application, however, a trade-off between

• .the calculated accuracy and the computation time should be made in order to save the computer

resources.

J.1

p . -

a-a . .. . . . . a a . -1~ .& a .f~ ,
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L-S

7Electrode 1

2a

// Electrode 2

3a

Figure 2.9 One eighth of cross section of a square coaxial

transmission line.
.. %

Table 2.7 Runtimes and percentage errors of resistance calculations
for the conductor shown in Figure 2.9

with different triangulations.

number of number of runtimetcase Ierror( )
nodes triangles (sec) "

1 174 293 36 3.82
679 1256 213.6 2.96

(3) 1270 2345 505.7 1.24

tSUN 3,'160

2.6. Conclusions

In I is chapter. a two-dimensional capacitance and resistance calculation program ITMR(

ha'ed .,n I I NI has been developed. In the capacitor model, there are no restrictions on the

iumber ol diele-iric and conductors. andl the shape of the conductors and the dielectric inter-

a.e,, In the resistor model. any arbitrarily shaped. multielectrode and multiple resistivity
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resistor can be simulated. In addition, contact resistance is modeled by the Helmholtz equation,

in which quasi-three-dimensional current flow is taken into consideration. Experience with

I FEMRC shows that it is a practical useful tool in VLSI performance verification.

At the present time. FE.NIRC is not incorporated into the layout extraction program HPEX.

However, it generates the reference values for analytical capacitance and resistance models

employed in HPEX. Details for the analytical models for capacitance and resistance will be dis-

cussed in the next chapter.

"F,.

..................................................................................
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CHAPTER 3.

RESISTOR AND CAPACITOR MODELS IN HPEX

3.1. Introduction

Several methods have been developed to calculate distributed resistances and capacitances

*- of interconnection lines in a circuit extraction program. In general. these methods can be

classified into the following three categories: (1) numerical methods [33-34.,24]. (2) table-

look-up methods [3]. and (3) analytical formulas [19-20.35].

Numerical methods, as described in the previous chapter, are used to compute capacitances

and resistances by discretizing the field equation in the space or the surface of the conductor of

interest. Since the accuracy of the computation strongly depends on the number of grid points.

a large number of grid points generally needs to be generated in order to obtain a reasonably

satisfactory result. This in turn implies that a large number of linear equations hae to be

solved. Therefore. numerical methods often require a large amount of computer memory and

time. Hence. although they are able to model the real shapes of conductors easily and very

accurately, numerical methods are impractical for the majority of parasitic extractions of VLSI

circuit layouts from the computational standpoint. One practical application of the numerical

methods is that they can be used to model a small number of irregular layouts, while allowing

more regular shaped conductors to be handled by other simpler models.

The table-look-up method and analytical formula approach are simpler in comparison to

the numerical model. Table-look-up methods are fairly efficient, but constructing tables for all

possible layout configurations would he time-consuming. Therefore. analytical formulas are

employed in our resistance and capacitance computations for simplicity and efficiency. Some

f ~~~~~~~~.-.;.. .-.... ,,.-..-..-..-.....--.-............................. ...../- .........................................
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accuracy may be lost if analytical formulas are adopted, However, by carefully fitting two- or

e en three-dimensional numerical data. analytical formulas still produce results with good

accuracy Furthermore, since only Manhattan layouts are allowed as the input to our circuit

extractor. derivation of analytical formulas with -easonable accuracy is much easier Our goal

is. therefore, to find accurate analytical formulas for resistances and capacitances in actual Cir-

uit la, outs and use them in the circuit extractor In this manner, interconnect parasitics can be

extrated in a reasonable amount of CPU time. as well as being modeled with reasonable accu-

3.2. Resistor Models Used in the Extractor

3.2.1. Long, straight interconnect conductors

Since our e:..tractor handles only Manhattan circuit layouts. simple formulas have been

employed to compute the resistances of nets. For long. straight conductor lines, the well-

known one-dimensional resistance formula given below is used.

length
R = R,, - (3.1)

width

. here R, is the sheet resistance. This means that the value of resistance in a long conductor

line is the sheet resistance times the total number of squares in the line. When rectangular con-

ductors of the same material with various widths are cascaded, as shown in Figure 3.1. the

total resistance is approximated by the following equation:

\*i I.

R =R - (3.2)

This is only an approximation. since the current crowding effect around some corners of rectan-

'Iles has been neglected. The accuracy of this approximation is hard to predict. since it varies

Ik ith the actual layout implementation. For example. the actual resistance of the layout shown

%.S

.+i'.- , ,-. -,, ..., l, l -+ " " ' d~~nl ,llddd l'd lilil .. " ".+ ""' " " " ' " " ".l '.. . . . . . . ."""" . .''.., . .'.. .,.. .. €,'+,'.,'-,.." , :, , -, -. ''-.-.'',
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Ll L2 L3 L.- L

Figure 3.1 Cascaded rectangular conductors.

in Figure 3.2 is 2.12R,. ,while the approximate resistance is 2R, . The percentage error is

in this case. The percentage error will be reduced if we change squares into rectangles by m

ing two electrode sides outwardly. However, if we only slide the left square up until

length of the common segment is four times shorter than the original one, the percentage er-

by applying Equation (3.2) will be increased. Despite the difficulty in controlling the accu."'

Equation (3.2) is still strongly favored by a circuit extractor because of its simplicity.

(lectrode 1 I (lIectrode 2)

F.1igure 3.2 Tw ,o cascaded conductors.

°° 5-•

S°

f ..I
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3.2.2. Right-angle bend in the conductors

An important shape that we have taken into account is the right-angle bend. as shown in

Figure 3.3 in the conductors. If the corner rectangle is a square. the resistance of the corner rec-

tangle is less than that computed by using the center line as the length due to current crowding

The two-dimensional analytic formula we use to approximate the resistance of the corner rec-

tangle is [361:

1 2 4a a--_ -a--I .
R = --- In + 1 o ,33)

r I a+ ra -

.here a is the ratio of wide-to-narrow widths of the corner rectangle. In Figure 3 3. a - ,

'. oih the a',,umption that w i  wv. It should be noted that it the corner rectangle is i square.

e . a = 1 the resistance R is 0.559R, instead of R, computed by I'quatzon (2 1

w,"

A . w2

12

B -"

Figure 3 3 A right-angle hend
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3.2.3. Irregular shapes of conductors

For other more complicated shapes in interconnects, the Laplace equation must be solved

in order to determine their resistances. However. this is not done in our extractor in order to

save CPU time. Instead, we use a rectangle partitioning algorithm mentioned in the previous

chapter to estimate resistances of some irregular shapes. For instance. Figure 3.4(a) shows an

*j actual interconnect layout. After partitioning one rectangle. a new node number must be

inserted, and the result is shown in Figure 3.4(b). The resistance of the rectangle. which abuts

the other three rectangles, is approximated by half of the resistance determined by the above-

mentioned formula. If the Laplace equation is solved for this configuration, we have the more

accurate result shown in Figure 3.4(c). For comparison. tais circuit can be transformed into one

equralent to Figure 3.4(b). as shown in Figure 3.4(d). Although our assumption is crude, the

error is still tolerable

3.2.4. Highly irregular shapes of conductors

If a small portion of a highly irregular shaped conductor requires the high accuracy of the

resistance calculation, the only feasible method is to solve the 2-dimensional Laplace equation

by the numerical program FEMRC described in Chapter 2. At present this program is not

included in our extractor. The designer has to interactively simulate the critical part of the

layout. then insert the extracted resistance network back to the circuit extractor output. The

combined circuit description is then ready for the circuit simulation. Due to the required user

interaction and the fairly heavy computation by FFNIRC. this approach might not be very

practical.

\ IRC is also able to simulate two-dimensional capacitances by adopting that option in

running the program. Therefore. FF-IRC can also be used to verify the 2-d analytical capaci-

tance formulas v, hich will be discussed in Sec, ion 3.3.

.1

.............................................................................................................................
. . . . -. . .
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B

wB

2w 2.5

3

A A

H-25w 2w2.5

CC

(a) (b)

2.1 1.5B

A 3.22 2.42
2.61

S A

2.q15 152.42

(c) (d)

Figure 3.4 A resistance calculaion example: (a) A conductor layout.
(b) An equivalent resistance network calculated by our method.

(c) A resistance network calculated bv FENIRC. and (d) An
equivalent network for the network shown in (c).
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3.2.5. Contact resistance

As M(OS technology scales down into the submicron regime, the series resistances contri-

buted by the source-drain and polysilicon contacts may become important. The contact resis-

tance R. is defined as the resistance between two different materials in the contact region. The

most commonly used contact resistance is computed by the following equation.

R = Rh (3.4)
R R Wtanh(L/L )

where L is the length of window contact. W is the width of window contact which is perpen-

dicular to the current flow, and L is the transfer length and has the following form:

I2

L = (3.5)

where p, is the specific contact resistivity, the physical parameter which governs the interfacial

contact resistance between two different materials.

Equation (3.4) is derived from the one-dimensional model and is usually used in a

transmission line tap test structure [30] to determine p . However, in this model it is assumed

that the specific contact resistivities for diffusion-metal and polysilicon-metal contacts are

already given. If the direction of the current flow is known. Equation (3.4) then can be applied

to estimate the contact resistance in the circuit extraction. Unfortunately. this information

wiIl not be known until the simulation is performed. Therefore. the tollowing zero-dimensional

analytic equation is adopted to compute the contact resistance.

R = -. (3.6)

where A is the contact area. This equation assumes that the potentials at the contacted materi-

als are constant, and the current density entering the contact xindow is uniform. It can be

show n that Equation (3.6) is a limiting case of Equation (3.4) when L >> I. If a more accurate

estimate for the contact resistance is desirable, the numerical model embedded in It"IRC or

• I

--------------------------
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even a three-dimensional model should be employed. However, in our extractor only Equation

(3.6) is applied.

3.3. Capacitor Models Used in the Extractor

In calculating capacitance of the interconnects, basically, two types of capacitances are

considered: the self-capacitance (line-to-ground capacitance) and the coupling capacitance. Cou-

pling capacitances can be further categorized into two types: (1) the parallel-edge capacitance

for two conductors on the same mask, and (2) the overlap capacitance for two conductors on

two different masks.

- 3.3.1. Empirical formulas for line-to-ground capacitances

To accurately predict the VISI performance during the preliminary circuit design phase.

accurate estimation of parasitic capacitances associated with interconnects is inevitable. In this

section, we will concentrate on the derivation of one of the most important parasitic capaci-

lances. i.e.. line-to-substrate capacitance or self-capacitance. Although. generally, two- or

three-dimensional numerical calculations using Green's function [37] or the finite-element

*. method as described in Chapter 2 are able to predict the line-to-substrate capacitance of a con-

ductor in a homogeneous medium or on several layers of the media, they are prohibitively

expensive to be incorporated into CAD programs. A simple, accurate and closed-form expres-

sion to approximate the line-to-substrate capacitances is thus necessary and critical in this

situation.

Several closed-form formulations of a single conductor in a homogeneous medium have

been proposed [3h-40]. iolwxever. they are either compu'ationally complicated or not always

accurate. In this section. a simple and accurate formula tor the line-to-substrate capacitance of

a single conductor in a homogeneous medium is described. In the formulation the two-

,.. ",.

y . . . , - . .. ., -, - . , - - , , ',, .r.' ,. .'€ " " -- " . . " . .. . . ': ". "' '..' '. . "" '. ' .' " -' .'. '. ' 0'



dimensional effects. e.g.. fringing fields and the thickness of a conductor, are taken into account.

l:ur.hermore. an attempt is made to include the effect of the slant sidewalls of a conductor into

the formulation. To confirm the accuracy of the reported formula, programs such as CAP2D or

EF\IRC are used to generate the reference values. To e\aluate the slant-sidewall effect on the

reported formula, examples with various combinations of design parameters are examined.

Finally. a simple modification of the approximate formula suitable for two layers of media is

discussed.

3.3.1.1. Formulation

The capacitance of a conductor over a substrate shown in Figure 3.5 is determined by the

thickness t , the width w of a conductor, the distance h from the ground plane (the substrate

usually taken as the ground), and the angle a of the slant sidewalls. Intuitively. this line-to-

substrate capacitance is composed of two parts. one with t =0 and the other resulting from the

sidewalls of a conductor. If the capacitance with t =0 and the capacitance due to the sidewalls

of a conductor are correctly modeled, then the line-to-substrate capacitance is simply given by

t

h~ Z.

(;R0L ND P IANE

Figure 3 5 A :onductor \er ground plane.

I

: . . - . -- . . . . . . .- . : . . . . . . . .. . . - - . -. .::
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C =C, + C, (3.7)

where C, is the capacitance of iniiesmlthin parallel plates (t =0). including the fringing

field effect. and C, is the capacitance due to the sidewvalls of a conductor

F~or the capacitance ol the very thin parallel plates i =0), including the fringing field

effect. the following formula is first considered (411

EW 2h n wp
C, = 1+--11+In I 7Tv11,w(8

h 7TW lh

The first term represents the parallel-plate capacitance while the second term is the fringing-

field capacitance. However, this formula is only~ valid when the width w is much greater than

the distance h from the ground plane. The errors are more pronounced when the width w is

comparable to the distance h . the usual case for VLSI circuits. Hence, other formulas which

ha, e been de, eloped for the microstrip using a modified conformal transformation method (for

t =0) are employed (421.

w 
w4C. E -+4I 393+0I.6671n -+1 44411. h (3.9)
h

p ~ *= 277E

hsit (3110)
In -+-

' 4h1

The fringing-field capacitanc e C, of a single conductor wAith t(= is given by

C! -Qi
Cr=___ (3.11)

The :apacitance C, is the parallel-plate capacitance given by the following simple equation

As ',-)r the sideA all capacitance ot a single conductor, the tolio.ving formula which models

.%oonducting plates at a certain angle is used1 [411
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'I*A

ln 11/1
Em l?/ " (313)"-

where 1 ., and 0 are the lengths and the angle as shown in Figure 3.6. Since the fringing-field

effects at the ends are neglected in the above formula, the computed capacitance always

underestimates the actual one But this underestimation will be compensated by the capacitance

of thin parallel plates (t=O) mentioned when summing up the total line-to-substrate capaci-

tance. Therefore. the total line-to-substrate capacitance per unit length of a single conductor is

given by

C = E-+E 1.393+0.6671n -+1.444 + -In I+- . w ,h (3.14)
h -C h

C = E-+E In 1 w<h

h 8Sh h 7r-C h (3-15)
In - +"4

It is noted that the factor 2 in the sidewall capacitance term accounts for the t'wo sidewalls of a

single conductor. Also the capacitance is reduced to the capacitance of thin parallel plates C.

when t=O. in accordance with the physical interpretation.

Figure 3.6 Two plates with a certain angle.

%,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. I '"
I,..I... . .. . ... 1 -.
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3.3.1.2. Comparison and discussion

In order to compare the accuracy of the various proposed approximations. capacitance

* values obtained by two-dimensional numerical computations using Green's f unction were

chosen as the reference values. Capacitances normalized with respect to the parallel-plate (capa.

citance obtained by numerical calculations and our approximation with a =900 are depicted in

Figure 3.7 for t /h = 0.1. 1. and 10. respectively. For t 1h = 0 1 and I our approximated values,

are within 37( of the reference vausexcept for w/h << 1, This is because the formula for the

* capacitance of thin parallel plates used in our approximation is highlh. inaccurate when

* wyh << 1. In VLSI circuits, however, this is seldom the case. For t 1h =10 the obseroed errors

are wvithin 6/( of the reference values again except for tv /h << I for the same reason as before

In Figures 3 h, 3.9 and 3.10. the percentage error with a =90o is plotted for t'h 0 1

t / I and t./i 10. respectivek\. for Flmasryvs approximation 139). the cy lindrical approxi-

mation [401. and our approximation These figures show that over a wide -ange of design

parameters. i.e.. the thickness and the \.kidth of a conductor or the (lsaceo Lnuto o

the substrate, the results seem to be much better when our formulas are used to .ompute the

capacitance oif a conductor \xith the sidewall agea = 90 In order to stdYthe capacitantco kof

a Conductor wxith slant sidew ails, a two-dimensional numerical program ,%.hiU~h includes the

slantsidewxall effect xas, used to generate the reference values Table 3 1 lists, the percentage

errors for conduLtors with a sidewxall angle ak = 70(. and the result,, sho-A a ieneral agreement

het.seen the approximate %alues and the ref~erence ,alue,,l~ indiiated in 1'ahle II are the

* nercent&4e errors betw. een Lalculations negIlcing the slant1-idfewxall effetl in OUr .ipproxirnai.

1, rnilds In = 90( ) and cakulation\ h%. the t'oimensinal p-rogramn A11h cI tie om

rar-~n ho*, That ex~ept t,)r r h . I the poer~entai~e err r ar I'Ur alrpr. xmate for

-rubs, x here *he ,ide.xll irlv.h- i notfl taken .n:, .on,,ider.oiocn 1 hiere!~ r. ,rdt-T- main.

tair 'he aIura,. Uf ir -r,,p, -ed rujU.t .n. t'r ! ik e<f *lx nt,
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Numerical Data
........Our formulas

U ti- = 10

t2

hw

I igure 3 7 Nrmalzed capacitances computed bv numerical method
andJ our formulas for t h =0.1. 1. and 10.

5-%
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0

-s u f r ua

Our.... fomarmusoml

2 -. -. -Cylindrical approximation

29 ~ -9 .0 so I I

w/h

Figure 3.8 Comparison of percentage errors for tih =0.1.
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______Our formulas
...... Elmasry's formula

-*----- Cylindrical approximationl

-62 1~ ; I I I I I I I

W/h

Figure 3.9 Comparison of percentage errors for t/h - 1.

-*.kL JK
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TFable 3.1 Percentage errors of our self-capacitance formulas
for a conductor with a sidewall angle a=70

Percentage Error (a=70 )_ _

w/h t/h =10 t/h =5 t/h =3 t/h = I t/h = 0.1
0.33 -1.82

1 - -(4.67)t (-1 ) 

2 0.97 -1.34
(4.24) (-0.83)

6.48 4.73 1.70 -0.25
5 (11.14) (8.48) (3.65) (0.08)

6.92 5.12 3.88 1.63 0.29
(10.71) (8.02) (6.18) (2.81) (0.45)

t 0
percentage error for a=90

In the previous discussion we have assumed a single dielectric. In an actual configuration.

however, the conductor is situated on top of the oxide (SiO,) and capped with a passivation

laver. e.g.. ,SiN as shown in Figure 3.11. The difference between dielectric constants should also

be taken into account in the approximate formulas to maintain accuracy. By using the similar

treatment as [40]. weighting factors for the "parallel-plate" term and the "fringing" term are

chosen. For two layers of dielectric media the line-to-substrate capacitance is thus given by

conductor

E.l

GROUND PLANE

Figure 3.11 A conductor surrounded by two different dielectrics.

%%
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C =, parallel -plate term + ] ringing--f ieLd term (3.16)

vhere E,, = - E_, +Es,. . To examine the error produced by the above equation, reference

\values ,were generated by a two-dimensional program assuming that the thickness of the pas-

sivation laver is infinite. The percentage errors of different combinations of w/h and t/h for

a=() C
, and 700 are listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. respectively. The dielectric constants used are

t = 3.9. ES, = 7.5. Note that the errors are within 6% of the reference values. This again

• "shows that our approximations are reasonable, even for a conductor in the two layers of dielec-

tric media.

''able 3.2 Percentage errors of Eq. (3.16) for a=900

as compared to numerical calculations.
Percentage Error (W)

' 'i (a=9)

w,'h t/h = 10 th= t,,h = 0. 1
1 -5.22 -3.96 -4.27
2 -2.26 -2.30 -2.68 1
1 -2.98 -1.70 -1.55

p

Table 3.3 Percentage errors of Eq. (3.16) for a=700
as compared to numerical calculations.

Percentage Error (W)
(a=70 ° .

I w h t/h= 10 th = th=0. I
-1-1.16 1.96

2 0.95 2.58
1 10 -4.26 0.06 1.57
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3.3.2. Coupling capacitance

We shall now turn to the coupling capacitance calculation. For the case as shown in Figure

3.12. the following simple formula for parallel-edge capacitance [35] is used.

0.222 -1.34

C2= e 0.03 +0.83 1 --0.071 t (3.17)

where w is the width of the conductor, t is the thickness of the conductor, h ,Lbe height of

the conductor-to-ground plane and s is the separation between two conductors. The percentage

error of the above formula is within 10% of the referenced value resulting from 2-d calcula-

tion.

As for the case in which two parallel conductors are on different mask levels as shown in

Figure 3.13. the following formula for the overlap capacitance derived in [27] is used.

d 0.57r 0.57r
C 1 2 = E 1 -+E 1  1 (318g )

'I.I

In 11 +-Y+ 1..-+ 1 n1 0 1 0 21

Conductor (l) Conductor (2) t
S

h

GROUND PLANE

Figure 3.12 Two conductors at the same laver over ground plane.

C '' , ' ° . % " . . " . " " , ' - - " - d " _ . . " . . • - . . . ° ' , °
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e2  Conductor (2) T2

X IConductor (1)

S GROUND PLANE

Figure 3.13 Two conductors with overlapping.

*4t 4
where y 1=--- and E,, (61 +E2 )/2. This formula accounts for different dielectric

Xi X2

* constants by using a weighting factor.

Finally, the formula for cross-over coupling capacitance as derived in (27] is employed in

our extractor, which is given by

3 243 01'S -4)354 1118 .7

C 1 2 E 0.04-1 -5.624 1hI +Is1 67 62 (3.19)
IV t. I

This formula is obtained by fitting data calculated by a 3-dimensional numerical program. In

order to reduce variables in curve fitting. two assumptions are made. First, thickness and

widths are taken as the same for two conductors. Secondly, the length is five times that of the
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width. This assumption is a reasonable one because most of the fringing field is close to the

overlapped region between tvho conductors. The nominal percentage error is 10% as compared

to the numerical calculation. However, if the thickness and width of both conductors are

different, this percentage error might increase.

3.4. Lumped RC Circuits for Interconnect Modeling

Once resistance and capacitance values are determined, a lumped circuit model is used to

approximate the behavior of distributed RC lines. In [44]. it has been concluded that 7r-circuit

models give satisfactory results in the approximation of a distributed RC line. Therefore, a 7T-

circuit model is chosen to approximate every branch in the interconnect. Furthermore, in order

." to compromise between the number of nodes created and the accuracy of modeling, a resistance

threshold R is used to select a one- or a two-section 7r-lumped circuit in modeling distributed

interconnects. However. for the insertion of coupling capacitance. a T-like circuit model is

chosen for simplicity. Figure 3.14 gives an example showing how we use the lumped circuit

model to approximate distributed RC lines which include the coupling capacitance.

3.5. Conclusions

In this chapter, the resistance and capacitance computation models used in IIPEX are

developed. In modeling an interconnection line, analytical formulas obtained by fitting the

numerical data are first employed to compute the resistance and capacitance values. These

values are then distributed into two sections of a lumped circuit. Analytical formulas, instead

of more accurate numerical methods, are adopted in HPEX to significantly reduce the computa-

tion ume. By carefully fitting the analytical formulas. the produced errors can be controlled

within the tolerance limit.

% -A A
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(a)

.11.

- w
-"(b) a

Figure 3.14 Lumped RC model for cross-over interconnects.

The same fitting technique can be applied to derive the closed-form formulas for coupling

capacitance calculation. The accuracy of the fitting formulas are somewhat reduced because

most of the coupiing capacitances are three-dimensional in nature. Furthermore, some accuracy

may be lost due to the fact that self- and coupling capacitances are separately computed in

these models. In reality, both self- and coupling capacitances are strongly coupled together and

cannot be separated. Ilowea-er. these computation models are able to reduce the computer
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resources by predicting the first-order parasitic effects. I a higher-order accuracy is required, a

numerical program such as F.MRC should be included in ItPEX. But for real circuits with a

large number of parasitics. the incorporation of FEMRC into IIPEX may not be practical.

S . - . . - .i
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* CHAPTER -4.

DATA STRUCTFURE AND BASIC ALGORITHMS IN HPEX

4.1. Technology Assumptions

Technology assumptions embedded in fHPEX can be described as follows:

(1) MOS technology " Either NMOS or (CMOS circuit layouts are assumed.

(2) Manhattan style layout : Only isothetic (or rectilinear) polygons are allowed as input to

IIPEX All boundary segments of isothetic polygons are parallel to x-axis or v-axis.

t-urthermore. all isothetic polygons are split into a equivalent set of rectangles stored in

the internal data structure of TIPEX

(3) No closed loop transistors: )Only simple or serpentine shape transistors can be specified in

the input file.

(4) One- or two-laver metal process No contact cuts are allowed between the second layer

metal and polvsilicon or dilusion laver. The second laver metal is electrically connected

to the polvsihon or diffusion conductors only through the first layer metal.

(5 Planar interconnect process . There is no step coverage in the interconnect conductors.

-\lthough this assumption ,impllies resistance and capacitance calculation. it is somewhat

inmalid hecause most of present semiconductor technologies still use the ccnventional

nter',,nnec: pr'Le"s Aith,,tepcoerages The planar interconnect technology willsubstan-

::ally compate the fahrication process llo'xever, the planar interconnect process will

hecome ihe choie of technology due to the requirement for multi-level interconnects and

*1
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high packing density in VLSI circuits. Some of advanced GaAs circuit technologies have

already demonstrated the advantages of using the planar interconnect technology.

r'.

4.2. Geometrical Data Structure and Algorithms

In HPEX. a layout is represented as a collection of rectangles. All geometric manipula-

tions. such as boolean mask operations. are based on rectangles. In general. a large number of

rectangles are needed to describe the layout of a typical VLSI circuit. Therefore, from the

extractor performance point of view, to design an efficient rectangle data structure for FIPEX is

very crucial. A linked list of rectangles. though simple to implement, is not efficient enough for

region queries. Region queries, frequently used in IIPEX. are defined as operations of finding all

rectangles intersecting a specified region. The geometrical data structure emplo'ed in IlPIl\ Is

called a 4-d binary search tree [45-46]. The basic concept behind a 4-d binary search tree is

based on a divide-and-conquer technique. Each node of the tree corresponds to a rectangle in

the layout. At the root of the 4-d binary tree. the space is split in half by the left edge of the

rectangle corresponding to the root node. At the next level, the remaining pace is cut in hall h.

the bottom edge of corresponding rectangles. B' a similar procedure the right edte and then 'he

top edge is used to divide space in half. Figure 4 1 shows a ,ayout example .onsisting At 11 rt

tangles and its corresponding 4-d binary tree.

The Pascal data structure for 4-d bhnary tree, used in IIPI i- !etined 1..

rectptr = rect.

rect = record

key array[O. 3] of real.
(* foui" ke%.
key[01 = xmin
ke,[I]= vmin
key[2] = -xmax
kev[31 - max*)

mask mask le'.el (* Mask ,e. re. '.
Ison. (" left son in tree strU. TUre
rson rectptr; ' riOht son n tre r,. ,,'
ndisc ,nte-ger: ( di scrm r .. .

q'- 'v'- K-- ;-'." * :' '-;''" "':., v .*..- . .. .. . .. .
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e,, ree ,i ti 're -te i. Je.ie t .n terrn m a reitang le A h ik:h hds

.4 a' ~ ' .r'~ q petr ti,4hi -,ork.nates of a re%.tangle.

I '.r-. ii.T r.'-' nia,n' . r p'4 ter\,i h'o . a lied L').) and

I ' ' 1 .r'~i di'k n -ur reLlrd J p. tie!ined in the range

* .. * . fl~* .'I" 1< 11, 1-' ,/).. nd dh etermine the

F i I t r~i.tr a r , ti rpe Tte ,Ii,. rim indi.r tdriN at(I t the

* ~ ~ i ti *" ,.~.ee i n I hie tree Unlil the .aluleI

i, .r 'do he !,- tw >1 'w'"ree ,I P it i. true

, .'. 'de 0. il the 'Ight ',Uhlree 'I I

'<C~i, -'I- V ' he ke'. d .etermnine i the ri 'hT

*~~~~~~ It h *1,*' ,~' fie' d.. Irnkr. ., d, I~ m~e I

k - i n i n ~ r i f " . I a-

i *i I.~ !,-i '4 \ m i~ i
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r In the input phase of HPEX, 4-d binary search trees are first built according to each mask

le, el. Then various searches are performed based on these trees, either identifying transistor

- channels or finding all electrically connected rectangles. In general. two basic algorithms are

needed. insertion and intersection queries. An insertion algorithm is used to build as well as

update 4-d binary search trees, while an intersection search algorithm is to find all rectangles in

a tree ,hiLh are intersected by a given region. The insertion algorithm used in HPEX is

described as; follows.

ALGORITHM 4.1 4DINSERT

Input a node P and a 4-d binary search tree.
Output. a new 4-d binary search tree with node P inserted.

11 [Check for empty tree]
It ROOT = nil then set ROOT = P. DISC(P) = 0.
ron( P) = nil. lson(P) .= nil. set rson(P) as thread and return
()ther' ise Q . Ro()T

3 12 [Compare]
P ke ,[]t key,[i I for 0 <= i <= 3
i e the nodes are equal) then return: otherwise,

ift4 .'.'

(1) kevI[DISC(Q )] > kevYJDISC(Q)]:
or 2) key1 [DISC (Q )I= k [ ,DISC (Q L

1k ke ,(DISC(Q )+1 )mod 41 > kev, f(DISC(Q )+I )m,)d 4]:
r 3) kev,.,[DI5CQ )S = (,ke., [DISC ( ]

k c [(DISC(Q )+ I )mod = k cv)[( 1)ISC (Q )+ 1 )mod 41:
k e [ ' .j(DISC(Q)+2)m,,S4 > kej(DiSC(Q)+2)n,j];

or (4) keyL [DISC(Q )) = keyjDISC(Q )1:
ke',,[(DISC(Q )+1)m, d4] = kev[(DlSC(Q )+1 )rd4].
ke w,[(DISC(Q)+2)m,,d4] = kevv [(DISC(Q )+2)md 41:
kev. [(DISC(Q)+3)mod4] > keY[(D.1C(Q)+3)mod4].

then set son(Q)= rson(Q)
else set son(Q) := lson(Q).

If son(O) = nil. then go to 14

13 1\lo e down]
Set Q son(Q) and go to 12.

1.4 lnsert ne'.k node in tree]
%et son, Q 1 . rson(P) := nil. lson(P) =nil and return.

In ;eneral. a tuilt tree is not balanced in height if a random ,order of rectangles is used as

in input B% employing the above al-orithm. Figure 4 2 illustra:e., a 4-d hinary search tree

....................................................................................................................
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corresponding to the layout shown in Figure 4.1. This tree structure is different from that

shown in Figure 4.1 because in the actual implementation key[2] and key[3] are defined as nega-

tive of the right and upper bounds of a rectangle. It should be noted that for applying the

above algorithm a different insertion order of rectangles may produce a different tree structure.

As an example. Figure 4.3 shows a different 4-d binary tree corresponding to the same layout

described in Figure 4.2. Since a built tree structure varies with the input sequence of rectan-

gles. we may have a purely directed path as the worst case in applying 4DINSERT.

Another algorithm to build a 4-d binary search tree attempts to balance the height of the

tree by some preprocessing steps at each level of the tree structure. This alternative first reads

in all rectangles and stores them in a linked list. This linked list is then recursi\.elv sorted h\

the respective key. and broken into approximately two halves by a median rode. (ien a

)Iscrim nator
Root

....................... ....... 1

," J- 7)

('1 C ..r.

k2

I i4ure 4 2 d inary ear.h tree ,k I' r ,m

the la(ut 3hn in I 4L r. A I
J - .
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Insertion Oder 1-. B, A. C. K. I. 1. 11 G and I

Root

- ( 3 II

A/

I Br ) 7 y ) i

(- (- IoO

I gure I 4 -. 1 hlnar. N. d!,iT~ 'Iree A l t!tt'rre" n,.r'I n ,r~e''

-. I ,t Tnetl ,' I 1k,'.

)w-- L

' - rtp,',f;jrjfl',, ,J, ",'. ', , ''. . .. ,.
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ALGORITHM 4.2 4DBUILEXA4P)

In puL .3linked lio nod"t- A. d riminma 4

a.nd roo't node P
)Utpkt a ha lanced tree rotd at V'

III l~hek for empt\ e

It A j, nil then return

I!I ind mllari.fl

'e P' mnetian n,,e .I A

IN,- V I D )p.l'' mr

ma") )lint IIH I) \Iiif kIO

;'0 e.. r 'r a i r r . - aa1' I)I1 I ) i I 1
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4.3. Circuit Netlist Data Structure

4.3.1. MOS transistor record

Since our circuit extraction is oriented to the MOS technology, the record for MOS transis-

tors must be defined in order to store the extracted information about the transistors. The

transistor record is defined as follows:

tranptr = ^transistor:

transistor = record

ttvpe : nmostvpe: (* type of the transistor *)
\X idth.length real: (* width and length of the transistor *)
source.drain " adjptr:
gate pdaptr:
dnode.snode.gnode : integer: ( nodc numbers for drain, source and gate s)

gcap real: (S WLC,,, 5)

dcap real. (S capacitance associated v,ith drain node*)
scap real:( capacitance associated with source node*)
drainnet.sourcenet.gatenet, netptr:
next tranptr:

end.

In the abo've record. most of the parameters are self-explanatory The source, drain and gate "

p inter, are head. Af lists of rectangles corresponding to the source, drain and gate regions.

re-pe ' ,e' . hi , information is verv important A, hen we estimate the equivalent channel

Iv-i,,th Ath sur~e and drain areas of the extracted NIOS de. ices. In order to easily fetch

hre ierminal net- if a particular transistor. ,,urcenet . drainnet and guzt'net are defined as

-,., ~e I, f'rke ,, drain and gate nets. re,-pet t'el% It is also noted that the drain, source and

,. ,, il.de tnin er, art- kept ,n ihe integers drz ,,i sn.kit. and n, ,dt. and need to he updated

*" 4.1.2. Inteironnect ion ecord

1V ' ri .'-,i , 1, rk .6 nform.io n r , n '-e , er, nnt'L I R(" '

" - - --' -rg , -- - -, . "
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netptr =net:

net =record

ntype nettvpe-

V namenode .ionodeptr: (*character name
1%. totalres.totalcap :real:

tranconset : tranlinkptr;
reduction : boolean: (* need node reduction9 *

* bound : array [0.3] of real;
nextniet: fetptr.
number : integer: (* net number 5

geometry : gmyptr;
branch .branptr;
resistor~selfcap : crptr: (* lists of resistors and capacitors *
couplingnet -.cpnetlinkptr;. (* coupling nets 5

end:.

The pointer tranconset points to a list of- connected transistors by the net. This information is

useful when we need to traverse the circuit schematic. A list of rectangles which constitutes

the net is stored in the geometrY pointer. These rectangles are processed through the RC model

module to generate interconnect parasitic resistances and capacitances. If the net is connected to

more than two transistors, then branches constituting the net are pointed by the branch

pointer Another parameter used is bound, which defines the boundary of a net Before calculat-

ing the coupling capacitance between two nets. bound is used to determine whether the coupling

3 is too ,Mal* to calculate. This avoids computation of the coupling capacitances which have a

negligible effect on circuit performance.

The basic unit in interconnect RC modeling for HPE\X is called branch. A branch is

defined as a set of electrically connected rectangles. in which there is no side branch for current

flo A I or each hranch two resistors, and three capacitors are used to approximate an RC di.stri-

huited line A he branch record in ill:\ is go. en as follow'.

oranrlr - hranch

rdn, h record
hound array [.) 3 of real.
node 1 nocie2 nodem integer. I'end and iddle n d1 e n uniltwrs,
resislor I resislor-2 4.rptr
nodle a p notJe2a p.nodemk ,ip rpi,

izm,.(nnet diptr
toullkap qxioflptr
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next branptr;
end:

The array bo)und also represents the bounding box of the branch. In coupling capacitance calcu-

* lation. if two nets are close enough. then the bounding boxes of two branches from each net are

compared to filter out the coupling effect due to a large distance. This process proceeds until all

* branches hav e been compared. This hierarchical comparison for the bounding boxes of nets and

* branches wvill substantially reduce the number of rectangles required for comparison during

- coupling capacitance calculation.

4.4. Layout Resizing Algorithms

Because of the important role played by chip layout feature sizes in circuit performance.

* actual dimensions of de\ ices and interconnects should be correctly estimated. If the CIF input

represents a mask layout. then the difference between the mask laN out and the actual dimen-

!.,on on the physical layout resulting from process variations should be taker, into account dur-

* ing circuit extractio~n. The fabricated regions are usually different from the regions ir. the mask

la~out byl a uniform width around the periphery of the regions. For example. the diffusion

*re-ions are larger than the mask layout due to the inherent lateral diffusion of ions during the

* fabrication process. Ne~ertheless. the polysilicon regions might be smaller than the designed

mnask hecau e -I the process bias. T'his w.%idth of contraction or expansion becomnes significant in

kle'erniining the critical feature size of the circuit layout as the %\l.SJ chip becomes larger and

* .enrThIus d iarpahlt'; to resize the regions oft a I1 SIl layout before circuit extraction is

imr'Int for t he la'.oLA eriticat ion

(,.tn ',he rex i( i, -n'~ered h%, a ,et of rectangles. se~eral approac hes haebeen propoised to

r.i r -\ pano he~e revi~f~ 'npcaII a lavout resi/ing pro~eLdure Lan he des~r~hedJ as

* ~.I r4t 'he ti'i ,'.r u-tndarie' ,I !he d1isoint re r *ideteL ed T'hen :he :rue

I Y* 1: 01 t ' *i e ,t n .~ he rned '. ntratin lor ecxpiinng the h undar%
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segments inwardly (or outwardly) through parallel displacements. If the final output is

represented by an equivalent set of rectangles, a decomposition algorithm which transforms

polgons into rectangles is required. Therefore. two different data structures are necessary to

support the resizing algorithm: (M) a rectangle data structure and (2) a polygon data s' ucture.

An algorithm employed to maintain these data structures during structural translormation

* . could be complicated and difficult to implement. Ilence a simple and efficient -esizing algorithm

based only on one rectangle data structure is proposed to contract or expand the input circuit

lavout. This resizing algorithm is implemented in the extractor IPEX.

In the remaining part of this section, important definitions will first be gi'.en in order to

describe the layout resizing problem. Some of the previous approaches will then be reviewed.

tollo,.%ed I)v a discussion of our proposed resizng algorithm Finally. other potential applica-

tions ot the proposed algorithm will be described-o

4.4.1. Definitions

SinLe a rectangle is chosen as a primitive in our internal data structure. the followinga
definitions are mainly aimed at the relationships between rectangles.

DcAri .'on 4 / Lothet c Rectangle

An ,twttc recrangle is a rectangle with its edges parallel to eitner x - axis ,r Y -axis In

The remaining part of this chapter. the term rectangle represents isothetic rectangle for bre. -

-it'.

/,,i'if: , n 4 (xcrlap

" I . T.r...ang i are ,,erlippId it the'. ha'e a tmm,,r, area

"r'.i l ies ire ,, d ;r the r it t e ,a*-' n r,. I '!

.. d - .o . , - . . . .. _. .



lDefnition 4 4 Lquivalencc

A set ot rectangles R, is equi\alent to another sel ,, re&'a, e- R the ,er "he ,.,e

regions.

IX'ftni1Ln 4 5 Ltpansiwn (or I',,ive ()/ jtuing b'y Width d

let S be a rectangular region. The expanded region oI S by .d d .sdehireot, V,' '.

EiS -u ER2,i ES. lu-v I <a 41
,a here E, is an expansion operator k hlich expands a reg,n h\ '. idth d

For example. Figure 4.5 sho's a rectangle (solid linel and it , :\idec :o<,n ,t e,,

line) It can be ohser\ed that. b\ appl',ing the aho,,e definition he !1:.ided n'ti:. d

.ular arcs of radius d Ahich ne,,itahl, ,,mplhcate the re.i/zin aiI2,rlim , ir - .

data tructure As a result, in order to s implt .t he reT.ti.:ne , r:thm , ,i -r

tollo, ng loose definition fo" exFans '-n ot j re tanile . u'-eO' t.erCaT'c,

* ii ,
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li)v'iaL i 4 t, ['at 1le' I:Pfl s ion b\N Width d

let S=I (.vER I x, and Y1 I 2 N be a rectangle in the plane R The paral-

lid ex\panded region of S b,, width d is defined as follows:

E"IS =i k vERIx 1-d 1.i 2x and YI-d -v !v2 +dL (4.2)

.~here E, is .i parallel expansion operator that expands a region outwardly by a parallel move-

ment of boundarv segments for a distance d

I igure 4 6 illustrates a rectangle and its parallel expansion . A~ccording to this definition.

re,--nrgles remain rectangles after expansion. The same is true for polygons. However, for

*r i-ri~4 s the parallel expansion is not as simple as that for rectangles. since there might be an

lmter~ekt n of Noundarx, segments after expansion as shown in Figure 4.7. Therefore. finding

'er~cT  ic~t, een boundary segments after expansion and removing false boundlary seg-

ht"Ome 1"k, main steps in the polygon expansion algorithm As for rectangles, we can

lid I neir , panded regions . ithout worrying about intersections between boundary seg-

I !i, is -ne ,I the reasons that \\,e develop the resizing algorithm based on a rectangle

Original Region

I Parallel
Vxpanded Region

2L :u.4 I. u, -araiel e~pans ion



i -,ure 4 )a. u,, e tK '...r,

I~c~ni~~n4 -C rpe.'i

For an'. re-gion R. a moriplerritni pvrat r C I, :r' I, a

CR E- I. ER

Since the ,ontra tion of a re~ ting Ic S -I- n 'e dchir ad .Ihe c ''.~

komplement. namel,. C-S = C(EI )(') C.~hr ', and U' ire pa~allei 7. 'pea

complement *perator respe(,) c . xe xill r., ,, a serarate defincj., .- 7,% Ir.,it-

* trac.tion here. it tolo n mediate!>; mrr the aJ .e de!intions that 'he .:-n .4~ ~

operations i e w.,rrect

E (AUB, E;AUE:B.4

C' (AU B C, CA C B 145)

The first prr-perty indicates that the expansion At a union ot the rectangies is equr. alent T, the

union of- tbe expansion., of each indi. idual re .taingles. i rom the electricalIN~int A '. ie,,k i en a

%e oif rectangles in 'he same mask le\el cif -,:' rectangles are electricall,. connetcd. then Te



-~ ~ ) ---- rg: na I keg ion

(Yntra~.ted Rf-gi ,n

igure 4 l nc(rre(.t la, out .ftracion
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1 .2 1 OUrIC jWKeduxe(

it~~ -ii ~ r~'ic Flr. t-u re I, tt find

9A -~r n-re di jojnt ,,'nnec~tet!

I ~ r,1fl .w- ic- n! t. iiu t e ri.ai anti forizon

.fI~.1 r (hnM dev: . i j ll rlenentatiri It the t L~hne proNCdure for\

ijr w jl ii he e:e~ jut hreil P.lreprara and Shamnos 1471 The AlgI

* lU Uiii''and he: l rietl, ILrI,vd w, IL In the tirq, phase the o-

I e Vder .17 1 .1, ernploeul to tind the ,et V ol .ertial~

W t~ri )n, e he vt : V haj, herr ohI.inet !he eL-Ind rhast- is to lin), these

utntAI.

ne li~i ,ee -r' pr, pe( -~d'xKmatsL aint' I/UkJ [ 4h . l'he main con

t *Itie r ie r lm i :r d L is tt fnec ted 'm ponelt-, (each .omponent con -

t li'! A 11101-iPrOt1~esa lcted toI sbhps of a Thip area Trhen the rettan-

- itei *ng It,, Na mv p,, 1- n are cllected and the outline segments are extracted 13\

thin rr, p)teN. the outl inc pro~edure Is, carried out. The process of extracting the con-

ur I rom a set )I rectangles is similar to that mentioned in the first algorithm except that the

et A hi r: -,nal e'dges instead ot the ,ertical edges are derined first

4.4.2.2. Resizing procedure

At ter the outlines of a giv.en set of rectangles have been detected. .xe can proceed to resize

She-s e regicns- Thsi equivalent, to resizing a set of polygon regions. The typical resizing algo-

* r~thm can he found in [491 and is summarized d5 follows,:
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a

XY Method

[1] Scan the input region vertices and sort them in the ascending y-coordinate order. As

shown in Figure 4.9(a). the polygon is then split into banded regions according to this list

* of sorted vertices.

[21 Let d be the expansion distance. For each banded region, the distance from a vertical side

A to its neighboring side B is determined. If it is less than 2d. then the area between A and

13 is added to the figure and two banded regions are merged horizontally (Figure 4.9(b)).

[31 Expand the output regions from Step 2 by d in the x direction since no intersection of

sides will occur (Figure 4.9(c)).

[4] Repeat the previous steps Ior the v direction.

(.

Step 2 can be done by scanning the vertices from large to small Y values. In each position of the

scanline. the horizontal test is performed to find banded regions which should be merged after

. the expansion. Also note that this method resizes the rectilinear regions with x -axis and y -axis

directions separately.

4.4.3. Our approach to layout resizing problem

For the purpose of efficient implementation of the resizing algorithms, we develop two

different algorithms (expansion and contraction) in our approach instead of applying the con-

cept of region complement.

Z4 4.4.3.1. Expansion algorithm

As mentioned before, there is no discontinuity problem for the region after a rectangle-

by-rectangle expansion. Therefore. in the expansion problem we can first expand every

* * C *:-*. .. . - ; . .- ."- " - . - - - - - . --.v -
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(a) X direction banded regions

(b) Horizontal merge

(c) X direction expansion

Figure 4.9 XY method.



.t.,nf le. and ihen rom ,w, e all the ,,,erlppe l rr ,,, I ti- .. ,,riltn .. . ;,r,,p,,e. 10 , I ,

-, ,rd and an he tie.., - hd a,, !f ih ',.s

ALGORITIIM 4.4 S.anline Method for Layout Expansion

! Input a list of boxes B in one mask le',e& Ihe ,hrinkat~e kl ilinke ,d
and the feature size threshold I

)i uput a list of nono erlapping expanded Nixes B,

I Fxpand e% er box in B by a distance d
2 Sort B by top edge of box in descending order
3 . se scanline sxeeping in -N direction to

transform B into B,, which represents
a ,et of maximum horizontal strips

4 Sort Bl, b, right edge of box in descending order
5 Set ,canline at right edge of laver, sweep in the dire(tion

to ,.erticall% merge boxes with v direction feature ,ize less
than predefined threshold h into contracted set B,

6 return(B.)
n d.

'itep 2 in the above algorithm is to produce a unique layout representation with boxes .idjaceni

to each other in the X direction. It is noted that in this step the "scanning painting algorithm"

'Imilar to [501 is used to remove all overlaps for each mask level in order to correctly perform

i ..ircuit extraction The purpose of step 5 is to construct the correct dimensions for all boxes to

he used in the resistance model for circuit extraction Figure 4.10 shows an example for step 5

4.4.3.2. Contraction algorithm

Rectangle-by-rectangle contraction for the layout resizing might create the electrical

discontinuity problem. Therefore. traditional contraction algorithm merges all boxes into dis-

joint polygons before going to the actual layout contraction. However, in order to simplify the

* 'algorithm and its supporting data structure, we propose a contraction algorithm which is based

on a novel Y-X scanline method together with a rectangle data structure in our extractor. This

algorithm is described below.

.%

.- . .. -;- --- ".,_.'-:. ', -" ._,". \ ." , -,_ - ,_,',-.'..-- -.--- ,.-, .",- .-... . .--.. -..-.-.-.. .. .-.. ,.'.. .:5'"'" '



a 4)r i lna 1 l\ ou t

A! Ater ertical merl.w

Figure 4 10 A vertical merge example.

ALGORITHM 4.5 Scanline Method for Layout Contraction

Input. a list of boxes B in one mask level. the shrinkage distance d.
and the feature size threshold h.

)ut rut a list of contracted boxes B,

be,, i n
1 Sort B by top edge of box in descending order
2 LIse scanline sweeping in -v direction to

transform B into B.,. which represents
a set of maximum horizontal strips.

3 Shrink e-,er box in B, by distance d.
4 Set scan line at top position of layer again, sweep

layer in --N direction to insert missing boxes due to
laver contraction.

5 Sort B11 by right edge of box in descending order.
6. Set scanline at right edge of layer. sweep in the -xt direction

to vertically merge boxes with Y direction feature size less
than pre-defined threshold h into contracted set B,

7. return(B, Y
end.

It is noted that shrinking boxes is performed after a set of' maximum horizontal strips are

%p
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Figure 4.11 An example to show incorreLt contraction
by scanline algorithm.
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I he i; three steps in the above algorithm are oriented at contracting the regions in the v

:,re. tion. w,, hitle the next three step,, are for contracting in the . direction. It can he easily

Sh,",%-n tti ,I Iter ippl, ing the abo,o e algol thni the regions satisi , the definition of parallel con-

lijlh on A I-rep i, ,tep example of thi, Il orithm is illustratcd in Figure 4.12.

4.4.4. Other applications

4.4.4.1. Pattern data preparation for E-beam lithography

The %kriting speed is one of the most important requirements in the electron beam direct

writing used in the \LSI fabrication process. The vector-scan method has high potential for the

high-speed pattern generation because it does not have to scan regions where no pattern exists.

In the vector-scan system, however, complicated procedures are required to prepare data for

writing. This is because the patterns which can be written in such systems must be represented

in primitive shapes. such as rectangles. Therefore, the designed shapes have to be preprocessed

in order to produce suitable data for the vector-scan system. An important step in preparing -.

i " .

I " "~
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(a) !nput (d) Maximum tHorizontal Strips

(h) Maximum V ertical Strips (e) X Direction Contraction

(c) Y Direction Contraction (f) Vertical Merge

Figure 4.12 Modified scanline algorithm for contraction.

pattern data is to eliminate overlap regions. This step can easily be achieved by the algorithms

described in the previous section.

4.4.4.2. Compensation for proximity effect

The proximity effect in electron-beam lithography is the phenomenon that the pattern

data receive a nonuniform distribution of exposure due to forward-scattered and backward- %

scattered electrons within both resist and substrate regions. It will produce undesirable shapes

after fabrication, and probably alter the circuit performance. One of the methods to compensate

for this effect is to resize the input patterns according to adjacent geometries. For a shape with
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denser adjacent patterns, the edges of this ,hape facing these patterns ,hould be inwardl, dis-

piaed To detect the adjacent patterns for a particular shape. the res;/ing algorithm described

in the pre, ious section can be applied with minor modifications.

4.4.4.3. Compensation for paitern generator characteristic error

The pattern generator used to make layout masks has its own characteristic error, result-

ing in the feature size being different from the original design By applying the resizing algo-

rithm to the input data for the pattern generator. such errors could be reduced.

4.5. Summary

J,

At the very beginning of this chapter. we describe the geometrical data structure used in

IIPEX. namely a 4-d binary search tree. The advantage 4-d binary trees have is the efficiency

of region and point searchings. both having O(logN) time complexity. Since these two opera-

tions are frequently encountered in layout verification tools such HPEX. employing a 4-d

binary search tree in the extraction program should reduce the overall runtime complexity.

Following a description of the 4-d binary search tree and its supporting algorithms, we give a

detailed implementation of netlist data structure used in HPEX. The main feature of our net-

list data structure is that geometric and circuit schematic information are strongly combined

together. thereby simplifying extraction of circuit parameters. In addition, since it is easy to

access the geometric data from the network data. optimizing the circuit performance by adjust-

ing layout geometries is made feasible.

Next. a new layout resizing algorithm based on scanline approach and a simple rectangle

data structure are presented. This resizing algorithm has many applications, such as compensa-

tion of process bias. data preparation for E-beam lithography, and reduction of proximity

effect. Our resizing algorithm treats layout expansion and contraction differently in order to

h, 
. . ...' ..
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methodology before developing an extraction program. Several methodologies emphasizing

different aspects have been proposed [58]. Generally. design methodologies fall between the

following two extremes: .

(1) Restricted layout hierarchy • -

In each level of the layout hierarchy cells are not allowed to overlap, and geometric prim-

itives also are not allowed to overlap any cell. Under such constraints, cells communicate

with the environment only through ports which are defined on the boundary. Another

restriction is that no partial devices can be formed on the cell boundary.

(2) Nonrestricted layout hierarchy

No constraints have been made or assumed in this methodology. Cells or primitives and

cells are allowed to overlap whenever necessary. The designer has total freedom in laying

out cells and placing them in any preferred position. In general. devices are allowed to be

placed right on the cell boundary.

In the restricted design methodology, the cell composition rules are relatively easy because

all interactions are around the cell boundary. In addition, the layout hierarchy is exactly the

same as the circuit design hierarchy. This makes the circuit extraction simple and straightfor-

ward. However, this style of layout looks clumsy and sometimes conservative due to overlap- ,. .-

ping constraints. In the nonrestricted design methodology, on the other hand. the designer has

total control over how to lay out cells and use them. Nevertheless. allowing overlapping " S

between cells often makes the layout hierarchy different from its corresponding circuit hierar-

chv. This not only degrades the extractor performance. but also makes the consistency check

more difficult. In general. there is a trade-off between the adopted design methodology and the

CAL) performance. Sometimes a little sacrifice of designers' freedom will substantially upgrade ..

the extractor performance. and in turn, shorten the design time and increase productivity.

* 0

SS -. "---
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produce the extracted circuit which has the same layout hierarchy as specified in the input

description, we encourage the designers to design circuit layouts with no overlaps between cells.

and between cells and primitives. However. our extractor is still able to handle overlapping

'-" ?cells if necessary. A simple method, described as follows, is used to to resolve the cell overlap-

ping problem. After the CIF input file is read in by HPEX, a tree-structure hierarchy as shown

in Figure 5.1 is retained in the internal data structure. The minimum bounding box (MBB) of

* - each cell, which is defined as the cell boundary, is also calculated in the input phase. Suppose

,. '-'A Cell

GoGeom. Geom D

Geom. Subcell B. C. D and F

, Figure 5.1 A tree hierarchy of an example layout description.

'J

4-a
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that two overlapping cells were detected: we could flatten one level of hierarchy for each cell

and continue this top-down process until no overlapped cell is found. This method can also be

applied to the case when one cell is overlapped by the geometrical primitives. The worst case of

this method is that the whole design is flattened to one level, and circuit extraction is per-

formed in a nonhierarchical fashion. Thus, in order to increase the performance of our extrac-

tor. the designers are encouraged to use as many nonoverlapping cells as possible in the designs.

5.3. Hierarchical Circuit Extraction

5.3.1. Input phase

The front end of IIPEX first reads in the layout artwork data defined in the CIF descrip-

tion language, preserving the layout hierarchy. Every cell in the internal data structure con-

tains several linked lists of mask levels and pointers to other cells. Figure 5.2 shows the imple-

mentation of the tree hierarchy as shown in Figure 5.1.

The information stored in the cell record also includes the cell boundary and the location

and mask level of terminals. Since the cell boundary is not explicitly specified in the input file.

the cell boundary we use is defined as the minimum bounding box (,MBB) which covers all

primitives and subcells of this cell. The MBB is computed during the input phase after all ele-

ments are read in. It must be noted that some user-extension commands are defined in the CIF

file in order to clearly indicate the cell terminal and net information. This is due to the fact

that in the original CIF layout language only the geometric topology is described, and no struc-

tural circuit information is provided. For example. power and ground nodes are not known a

priori, if we do not provide additional information in the CIF input. This kind of net or node

information will be greatly useful and play an important role in the layout verification to be

performed later.
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. -'. A Cell

Cell Hash Table

-p B Geom.

- D

,DD

.'-" Geom.
*

2 Geo m.
E

0.', o(Geom.

0
S.

Figure 5.2 Internal data structure of HPEX corresponding
to that shown in Figure 5.1.

5.3.2. Analysis of layout hierarchy

In order to adapt the input layout to our design methodology, the layout hierarchy should

be analyzed and reconstructed. The main purpose in reconstructing the hierarchy is to remove

*-. all possible overlappings between instantiated cells and cell and geometric primitives. The

hierarchically recursive tree walk algorithms employed in HPEX for restructuring the layout

hierarchy are described as follows:

'-7
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Reb u ildTree(A_-Cell)
begin

1. List :=A__Celr-.subcell:
while (List < > nil) do

begin
Subcell :=ThisCell(List):

*if (Subcell is not checked before) then
begin

RebuildTree(Subcell);
Set Subcell to "checked" status:

end;
List :=NextElement(List)

en:end:

2. RemoveCellOverlap(k...Cell);
end:

RemoveCellOverlap(ACell)
begin

I. List :=ACell subcell:
while (List < > nil) do
begin

Subcell :=ThiselC List):
if (Subcell overlaps other subcellIs or

geometric primitives) then
begin

Put Suhcell in a list ExpandList:
Delete Subcell from List:

end,
List =NextElement(List)

end:
2. List :=ExpandList:

while (List < > nil) do
begin

Suhcell -=ThisCell(List);
Expand Subcell in A_-Cell by one level of hierarchy;
List :=NextElement(L.ist):

end:
3. if (ExpandList < > nil) then

Remo veCel ]Over 'a (ACell);
end.,

All ,teps described in the above algorithms are self-explanatory. The procedure "Rebuild-

rree" hierarchically removes all overlapping subcells inside a given cell by a bottom-up

tdshion. wxhile the procedure "RemoveCellOverlap" detects and expands overlapping cells recur- -

* ~ ~ el\ nce w~e apply the procedure "RebuildTree" to the original tree hierarchy, the output

* tree hierarchy %\,ill then be ready for the next step processing.
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5.3.3. Hierarchical extraction

The layout data can be sent to the hierarchical extraction module after the input layout is

read in and preprocessed by HPEX. The hierarchical circuit extraction algorithm used in HPEX

can be described in the following PASCAL-like pseudocode:

Circu,, -act(ACell)
begin

I List := A_Cell .subcell:
while (List < > nil) do
begin

Subcell := ThisCell(List):
if (Subcell is not extracted before) then

CircuitExtract(Subcell):
Set Subcell to the "extracted" status:

List := NextElement(List)
end:

2. Register the location and mask level of segments
for corresponding terminals of ACell:

3. List := ACell .subcell:
while (List < > nil) do
begin

Subcell := ThisCell(List):
Instantiate all terminal segments of Subcell in ACell:
List := NextElement(List)

end:
4. FlatExtract(ACell)

end-

Since the bottom-up cell processing is employed in the hierarchical circuit extraction, the cell

cannot be processed unless all its subcells are already extracted. Therefore, for a particular cell

design the first step in the algorithm is to check if all its subcells are already extracted. If there

are some subcells which are not extracted before, recursive calls for circuit extraction will be

invoked for these unextracted subcells. Otherwise, this cell goes on to the next step for further

processing.

After step I in the above algorithm, the cell under processing is ready for circuit extrac-

" tion. However, some preprocessing steps must first be taken in order to take the boundary

information of suhcells into consideration. These steps are primarily for the registration of

information around the cell boundary. The cell boundary information is propagated from the

.-
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lower level hierarchy to its parent cell during circuit extraction, including the segments for the

subcell terminals instantiated in the parent cell and the sequence for these segments. The rec-

tangle data structure employed in our extractor easily represents any segment by setting either

the length or the width to zero. The sequence used for the instantiated segments is important

and will be used to register the external node numbers for the subcircuit calls when the circuit

extraction is finished.

The registration of cell boundary information is mainly done in steps 2 and 3. Step 2 is to

find out and register the terminal information of the cell currently under extraction for later

references. As for step 3. all terminal information about the subcells is instantiated and

registered in the parent cell in order to correctly interpret the information contained in the
"a..

parent cell. In this instantiation the space transformation is necessary and can be calculated

according to translation, rotation and mirroring as specified in the CIF input. Since we only deal

with Manhattan type layouts, rotation of cells other than multiples of 90 degree is prohibited.

and mirroring of cells is allowed only with respect to the x- or y-axis. It should be noted that

in step 3 new geometries corresponding to all terminal segments of subcells are also created and

added to the cell under processing for the terminal registration. Once these preprocessing steps

are fimshed. the cell is then sent to the flat extractor module for the transistor and parasitic

extraction.

5.4. Flat Circuit Extraction

Flat circuit extraction in HPEX can be illustrated bv the flowchart shown in Figure 5.3. "'

The artwork data is first preprocessed according to process variations by layout resizing algo-

rithms described in Chapter 3 . By applying boolean mask operations. MOS transistors and

interconnection geometries are efficiently and correctly identified. This step is called geometri-

cal extraction, generally consisting of two major steps: (1) finding active devices from certain

combinations of mask layers specified in the technology. and (2) identifying electrically

/, . ', . '- . - . " , """" " ,. ". . ". - . ' - " . - ." - - . . ." . . . " " " " " "." " : " - ""
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CIF

Geometrical -R
Preprocessing Layout Resizing

Geometrical
Extraction

Transistors

Geometrical Nets

RC Modeling Rectangle Decomposition

Branch Creation

Node Reduction

SPICE Input

Figure 5.3 Flowchart for HPEX to generate SPICE file.

connected nets. Following this, detailed interconnect parasitics are extracted by feeding

geometrical nets into the RC modeling module. Finally. an accurate node reduction algorithm

is applied to reduce the number of parasitic elements. In this chapter, we will mainly focus on

. general flat circuit extraction procedures and the RC modeling The detailed node reduction %

method will he discused in the next chapter.

'

,%• °
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5.4.1. Extraction procedures
MW

In IIPEX. flat circuit extraction procedures can be summarized as follows:

Circuit extraction steps

El. Read all geometric primitives specified in the cell.

E2. Resize the input layout data by user's specified process bias and construct 4-d binary

search trees [45] for each mask level:

E3. Find all overlaps between diffusion and poly rectangles to determine transistor channels

by excluding butting and buried contacts, then remove all channels from diffusion rectan-

gles:

E4 Use depth-first search to group channels which belong to one transistor and from transis-

tor channels find rectangles associated with the drain or the source:

ES. Use information about transistor source, drain and gate to find all nets by depth-first

search through all electrically connected rectangles;

E6. Find all power and ground nets from user-specified coordinates in CIF input file:

E7. Feed all nets except power and ground nets into interconnect RC model module to com-

pute associated resistances and self-capacitances: p

E. Compare nets pairwise to compute all possible coupling capacitances:

F9. Find all i, o. power. or ground node numbers from user-specified coordinates:

110. Perform the node reduction on some of the nets: ,
NJ 

I
[i-. Report a network composed of circuit elements, such as transistors, resistors and capaci- ,=,

tors. and its io. power and ground node numbers.

r -. 4.
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In the extraction step E2. the 4-d binary trees for diffusion and poly regions have to be

updated because channel regions have to be removed from diffusion and poly trees. In this way.

not only transistors with simple rectangle gates but also those with circular or serpentine gates

can be identified. An example illustrating how to update diffusion and poly trees is shown in

Figure 5.4 where new diffusion rectangles C and D and poly rectangles E. F and G need to be

inserted in the trees while two original rectangles A and B are marked inactive. If there is a

long poly rectangle intersecting several diffusion rectangles. the decomposition of this poly rec-

tangle into smaller rectangles is required in order to separate channels from interconnect polys.

In the decomposition algorithm, the quick sort algorithm is first applied to find an increasing

order of channel segments. and then by this order we can easily decompose the original rectan-

.. gle.

5.4.2. RC modeling module

In interconnect RC modeling, the first step is to search for all nets in which each net con-

tains many rectangles. Then from the net information an RC network model will be generated

Iin step E6. If all resistances are neglected in one net. all rectangles in this net should be equipo-

tential. But for detailed modeling of the electrical behavior of the interconnects, resistances

must be included. The diffliculty associated with the resistance extraction is that resistances are

strongly dependent on the current flow in one net. Ilowever. the information about current

flows is unknown before actually simulating the circuit. In order to achieve greater accuracy

Awe therefore have to preprocess mask data information in the net since only simple resistance

formulas are used in our extractor. In preprocessing mask data. the rectangles which is electri-

callv abutted by other rectangles are decomposed into a series of rectangles. The rectangle

decomposition algorithm we use is described as follows:

-V
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A -

B

Di ffusion

Polvsilicon

Mark rectangles A and B inactive.

E

C F D

G
C;-

Insert new rectangles E. F and C into the poly tree.

and new rectangles C and D into the diffusion tree.

Figure 5.4 Update diffusion and poly trees.

Rectangle Decomposition Algorithm

Input : a rectangle A in one net.
Output : decomposition of the rectangle I according to its environment.

'I -'I A2
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begin

R1. Suppose that segment A 1A, is the wider side _pJ
of rectangle A Find all butting segments B IB 2 . B3 B4 ... and B, -1B,
according abutting rectangles of the rectangle A

R2. Merge and Sort segments BIB 2. B 3B 4.

and B, ,_B, into an increasing order of segments
C1C,. C C 4. ... and Cj- _

R3. From segments CIC 2.C 3C 4.

C, C, and A A 2 decompose the rectangle A.
end:

As an example. Figure 5.5 shows how the rectangle can be decomposed into several rectangles

by the above algorithm. Notice that the quick sort algorithm is used in step R2.

Before turning to the algorithm for branch creation, we need some definitions. If two rec-

tangles have more than one electrically connected point, they are defined to be electrically con-

" nected. If the rectangle electrically connects more than two rectangles. it is said to be a knot.

Also. the rectangles associated with the drain, source and gate of any transistor are defined as

U ports, which need not be decomposed. For convenience, we define the rectangle which has only

one electrically connected rectangle as a knot. since a node number should be created for this

rectangle in modeling interconnect parasitics. After knots and ports are defined in one net. they

are assigned different integer numbers. The branch creation algorithm, described below, is then

applied to find all branches in the net.

Branch Creation Algorithm

Input : a net !V.
Output : all branches in this net N

begin
% B1. Create an electrically connected graph based on rectangles in the net N.

in this graph. every node represents a rectangle and edges
indicate interconnect information between rectangles

B2. From any port (or knot) with unmarked edges. find every path ending
at the other port (or knot): and define this path as a branch.
Then mark all traversed edges.

B3 Find another port (or knot) with unmarked edges. then go to step B2:
otherwise. return.

end:

I

....................................................

* -. ~ ' . ...........................................................
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Figure 5.5 Rectangle decomposition.-.

In Figure 5.6. w e have an example to show how to use the above algorithm to create all ?

branches in a net. Every branch consists of a list of rectangles in one path. and this information

is extremely useful in modeling interconnect parasitics. It should be mentioned here that the

information about all branches in one net is stored in the branch pointer in the net record.•

. . . . . . .

I I I-I
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A. B, C and D: port or knot

Electrically Connected Graph

2-- Created Branches

(1) A 1 2
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(3)26789S(4) 9 10 B

(5)9 11 12 13 C

Figure 5.6 Branchcreaton

The next step is to perform resistance and capacitance calculations. However corner rec-

tangles have to be first detected in order to accurately model resistance of bends. These corner

rectangles could be easily found as long as two adjacent rectangles are kno'n. In order not to
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overcount resistance. resistances of the rectangles associated vith ports and knots are also care-

fully approximated. For knots and gate ports only half of the resistance is taken into account in

resistance calculation, while for diffusion ports the resistance is not computed due to the fact

that a circuit simulator such as SPICE2 usually will generate this kind of information inter-

nallv. Once the resistances of all rectangles in one branch are known, their summation is

clearlv the resistance of the branch. For self-capacitance calculation, empirical formulas

described in the preceding chapter are used: however, equivalent dielectric constants are taken

. into formulas if there are layers of different dielectrics. Note that self-capacitance of one

branch is calculated when computing the branch resistance. Finally. rr-lumped circuit model is

used to approximate distributed RC behavior of all branches. Another feature of this step is

that threshold \alues Rh and C,,Ifh are specified to filter out trivial resistances and capaci-

tances. Therefore, all nodes with zero resistance in between have to be collapsed into one node;

the depth-first search algorithm is used to find these nodes.

Before calculating the coupling capacitance between two nets, their minimum bounding

boxes are compared to decide whether the coupling is too small to calculate. Since branches are

basic elements in calculating the coupling capacitances. their minimum bounding boxes are also

*" compared in order to filter out small couplings. Once the coupling capacitance between two

" branches is determined, the coupling capacitor is inserted between them through the T-like

lumped circuit model. The reason to use this model is that it is easier to insert the coupling
4.

capacitance, and at most one more node needs to be created in each branch. Note that since the

self-capacitance calculation is separated from the coupling capacitance calculation in our

approach. some errors will be produced because both capacitances are closely related. A general

increa, in the coupling capacitance decreases the self--capacitance. However, the effect of this

trend is considered as second order and should not affect the circuit performance significantly.

V.
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5.5. Examples and Discussion

*: All algorithms and techniques described in the previous sections have been implemented

* in HPEX. The program is coded in PASCAL. which runs on a SUN 3/75 workstation using the

UNIX operating system and has about 11000 lines of codes. including program statements and

"- documentation.

5.5.1. Example 1: Extraction and simulation of NMOS one-bit full adder

A schematic circuit diagram of a full adder is shown in Figure 5.7. This circuit was laid

r. ?out in 3/tm NMOS technology. Before extraction, several process dependent parameters must be

VDD

.

B

GNDGND

C

A VDD

Figure 5.7 An NMOS one-bit full adder.
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supplied, such as the sheet resistance and thickness of different conductors and dielectric con-

stants. Shown in Figure 5.8 is the simulation output of the extracted circuit corresponding to

____without parasitics
................ ........... with only capacitances

- -- -- -- with all parasitiCS

CARRY

SUM

C

B

r -- r_

too1 IS 296 250

Time (ats)

F-igure 5.8 Simulation output waveforms for one-bit full adder:
(a) without interconnect parasitics, (b) with all

interconnect parasitics; (c) with only capacitances.
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input waveforms A. B. and C. There are three output waveforms for S'M and CARRY. The

solid lines represent the waveforms without interconnect parasitics. while the dotted lines are

the simulation output of the extracted circuit including all interconnect parasitics. In addition.

the circuit with only interconnect capacitance is simulated in order to estimate the effect of

interconnect resistance. These output waveforms are almost identical to those with all intercon-

nect parasitics. Basically, the three output waveforms are very similar in shape. except for sig-

nal delays which are different. The longest delay is observed in the circuit with all intercon-

nect parasitics. If the coupling capacitances are large enough. sometimes glitches or spikes

might appear in the output waveform. But this is not the case in this example. Thus it can be

concluded that the coupling capacitances are too small to seriously affect the performance of

this circuit. Furthermore. the interconnect resistances also have no major effect on circuit per-

- formance and therefore can be neglected in this example.

5.5.2. Example 2: CMOS PLA

The lIA layout of this example is generated by PANDA [37]. realizing the following

function.

Z =(Ki + V) + (Kv + .J)3

J = xv + Y5 + x

%x here x .v and z are inputs, and s and c are outputs. Although PLA circuits produced by

lA\A) are implemented in the CM(OS technology, they employ NM()S circuit design concept.

ie most PIM()S transistors are used as pull-up resistors and their gates are tied to ground. The

extracted Lircuit of this example with all interconnect parasitics consist of 15 p-type transis-

tors. 29 n-ty'pe transistors. 114 resistors and 150 capacitors. For comparison, two other circuits

x ith different details of interconnect parasitic are also extracted. Simulation results showed

that. in this example. the effect of interconnect parasitics is still too ,rnall to ;eriously affect the

* -. circuit performance.

%J
....
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5.5.3. Example 1. NMOS serial adder

The lavout of this serial adder is obtained from [38]. It is realized in 3jum NMOS technol-

ogy and its logic diagram is shown in Figure 5.9. The extracted output contains 41 transistors.

90 resistors and 117 capacitors. Simulation results show that interconnect resistances are too

Ph.~T IIP.

ca a

Figure 5.9 An NMOI(S serial adder.
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small to degrade the timing performance, while interconnect capacitances indicate a significant

impact on the signal delay- I'or one particular input vector, the critical path delay increases

, from 18.6 ns to 22.55 ns by adding all parasitic capacitances.

* From the above three examples, we conclude that the effect of interconnect parasitics on

circuit performance is not only layout-dependent. but also technology-dependent. Signal

delays in circuits are usually affected by self-capacitances and resistances lHowever, coupling

capacitances might produce glitches or spikes and their magnitude is heavily dependent on the

" actual circuit layout. In addition, the effect of capacitive coupling noise is not known until the

. extracted output is simulated. Therefore, in circuit designs one must have the ability to esti-

mate the coupling capacitances between signal lines, and take their effect into account.

5.5.4. Example 4: Hierarchical extraction of NMOS half-shift register

h5
An example circuit layout for a half-shift register and its corresponding extracted output

appear in Figure 5.10. Since the output has thc same format as the SPICE input, we can easily

perform circuit simulations on this output. A point to be noted here is that the process file

" which contains process information such as oxide and conductor thicknesses is separated from

- the executable file. As a result, different process parameters for any given layout can be easily

substituted to predict performance variation due to different process lines.

Runtimes of a set of idealized layouts which are composed from the dynamic shift register

" shown in Figure 5.10 are listed in Table 5.1. Each successive circuit layout consists of four

instances of the previous layout with no overlapping cells. The runtime for extraction with

coupling capacitances is proportional to the perimeter of the cells plus the factor due to check-

ing steps in handling the layout hierarchy and c-lculating coupling capaLitances. lowever, the

runtime for extraction without coupling capacitances is proportional to the perimeter of the

cells and the factor only due to preprocessing steps in handling the layout hierarchy. It is

* .-... M.A .... S -. . .. S '
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Figure 5.10 Layout of an XMOS half-shift register and HPEX output.
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Table 5.1 Runtimes for different compositions of
a half-shift register.

Flat Runtime (sec) Runtime (sec)

Layout transistors (with coupling (without coupling
.ayout rasicapactances) capacitances)

HalfShift 3 2.37 2.12
2x2 12 2.82 2.43
4x4 48 3.97 3.38
8x8 192 6.63 5.33
16x16 768 14.22 8.65

32x32 3072 37.15 16.92
64x64 12288 113.18 35.08
128x128 49152 387.85 75.15

256x256 196608 1427.28 172.90

obsered that the runtime for extraction with coupling capacitances becomes pronounced com-

pared to that for extraction without coupling capacitances when a layout has a large number of

transistors and a deep hierarchy This phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that time corn-

" plexitv O(N). where A' is the number of nets. for computing coupling capacitances plays a

deciding role in the total time complexity when the layout is significantly large.

' 5 .5. Example 5 Flat extraction of NMOS one-bit full adder

hable 5 2 shows the runtimes of flat extractions for different numbers of one-bit full

ddder Lir.uits as illustrated in 1:xample 1. Note that the number of capacitors as shown in the

table contains th Seil -capaCitances and coupling capacitances. Experimental data indicate that

time .omplexitv O(N,,g (N )). vwhere .V is the number of boxes, of 4-d binar-v search trees [45]

' used in geometrical extraction will dominate extractor performance Therefore. in order to

impro\.e exirattor periormance. the scanline approach for geometrical circuit extraction is

reommended since its ohserved time complexity, in general. is O(N ) where N is the number

ol boxe. in the la\out Another obser\ati(on is that for moderate sizes of cells the runtime for

% %
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Table 5.2 Runtimes for different numbers of one-bit full adder.
-"A

Geom. Interconn. Total
Trans. Capac. Resis. Preproc. extr. modeling time

time (sec) time (sec) time (sec) (sec)

21 104 66 1.92 3.57 9.88 15.37
42 212 134 2,45 9.23 19.57 30.45
63 318 202 3.13 16.82 28.92 48.87--
84 424 270 3.87 26.25 38.82 68.93

105 530 338 4.67 37.68 48.4) 90.75
126 636 406 6.18 56.78 64.90 127.87

interconnect modeling is almost linearly proportional to the number of boxes specified in the

circuit layout, although some algorithms in modeling interconnects require O(N 2 ) time corn-

plexitv, where N is the number of nets in the layout. From this observation, we conclude that

the ideal input for our extractor would be a layout composed of moderate sizes of cells, each of

them containing a few hundred tran .stors.

5.6. Comparison with Magic's Layout Extractor

Nlagic is an interactive layout system developed by J. K. Ousterhout et al. [59] for .MOS

custom integrated circuits. The system incorporates a set of design and verification tools: a lay-

out editor. a continuous design rule checker, a plowing tool. a router, and a circuit extractor.

Since circuit extraction is our main concern. we only discuss the comparison between HPFX and

lagic's extractor in this section. .

In order to compare lIPIX with Magic's extractor, some circuit layouts have been edited

and extracted in the Magic layout system. These layouts are then extracted by HPFX. From our

experienme with lIPFX and Magic's extractor. se~eral differences between these two extractors

are obser% ed:

..........................
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(1) Computer Language - IIPEX is written in PASCAL. while Magics extractor is coded in C.

(2) Data Structure - IPEX uses a 4-d binary search tree for the internal data structure, while

Magic's extractor is based on a data structure called corner stitching [60]. From the CPU

*1 time point of view. it indicates that Magic's extractor runs faster than HPFX. This is

because corner stitching is more efficient for geometrical searching operations in the con-

nectivitv extraction. Furthermore, the code in IIPEX is not optimized. lowever, Magic's

extractor needs more memory space due to the nature of the corner stitching data struc-

ture; the entire layout space including both laver and empty spaces is explicitly

represented.

(3) Circuit Model - IIPEX describes the connections between transistors as a detailed RC net-

work. The extracted'transistor netlist along with detailed RC net,xorks are used for tim-

ing analysis or detailed circuit simulation A simpler circuit model is adopted in Magic's

extractor. It models transistor interconnections as nodes. A node is like an equipotential,

but it includes a lumped parasitic resistance and self capacitance. Although this node

model is fairly simple and efficient, it neglects the distributed behavior of interconnection

lines by only computing a lumped resistance. In addition, a very simple approximation is

used in Magic's extractor to calculate lumped resistances. This approximation can be

described as follows. The total perimeter and total area of each type of layer comprising a

node are first computed. Then the node is assumed to be a simple rectangular region. The

resistance is simply obtained by solving a quadratic equation from the perimeter and area.

Although this approximation is straightforwxard in computation. it performs poorly for a

n:)de with man', branches, for example. an interconnect lavout and its corresponding

extracted resistance networks as shown [igure 5.11 It clearly indicates that the IIPEXI

output network is more accurate compared to the resistance network generated b% Magic.

d%
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BB

a C

a C

D E

Magic output

HPEX output

Figure 5 11 An interconnect layout and extracted IIPFX and Magic outputs.

(4) Hierarchical 1-xtraction - IIPEX hierarchically extracts a circuit layout based on non-

overlapping cells. All overlapped cells have to be Iattened in this tx',pe of extraction-

Magic*,s extractor. on the other hand, allows overlapped cells as long as no ,ransiswors are
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created or destroyed. The reason for more flexible extraction in Magic is that the parasitic

extraction of Magic's extractor based on a node model is easier to implement as compared

"" to that of IIPEX.

(5) Output Format - FIPEX produces the output which is exactly SPICE-compatible. How-

ever. Magic's extractor generates its own output format. If a timing analysis program such

as CRYSTAL is used to locate a critical path. the Magic extracted format should be

translated into the CRYSTAL input by a program called ext 2sim. In this translation, all

extracted cells are expanded into a file consisting of transistors, resistors and capacitors.

No hierarchical information is retained in the output by such translation, and this is con-

trary to the IIPEX output. There is also a program called sim2spice which transforms

the CRYSTAL input into the SPICE input. Unfortunately. this program does not recognize

the resistance elements. Therefore, in the SPICE input file all resistances ., discarded.

This further degrades the accuracy of the interconnect model.

In summary, IIPIX is better in terms of the parasitic circuit model, but Magic's extractor

performs well in terms of speed. One suggestion for future improvement may be the implemen-

tation of tPI-X parasitic models in Magic or the implementation of the c(rner stitching data

structure in lIPFX.

S
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CHAPTFER 6.

NODE REDUClION TECHNIQUE

6.1. Introduction

Algorithms to extract lumped RC circuits from the layout of interconnect regions have

been developed in Chapter 5. The number of extracted parasitic elements strongly depends on

the actual physical layout and the lumped RC circuit models used in circuit extraction. How-

ever, in general. a large number of parasitic elements as compared to the number of active dev-

ices will be extracted after circuit extraction. In order to predict the variation of the timing

performance caused by introducing parasitic elements, the transistor netlist along with the

parasitic lumped RC networks ha, e to be simulated by circuit simulators. If we include all

these elements in the circuit simulation file. the simulation time will be increased. Further-

more. from the '.er.fication standpoint, it is very difficult to pinpoint and isolate the effect of

parasitic elements ,xhen '\e simulate the circuit file including all interconnect parasitics. For

example. if after circuit simulation we find that there is a timing performance degradation due

to some parasitic elements, detecting these elements would be sometimes impossible because of

a large number of parasitic elements included in the simulation file.. Therefore. by taking the

simulation time and verification effort into account, in parasitic extraction we need a node-

reduction technique which is able to accurately reduce complicated parasitic RC networks into

simple lumped circuit networks.

A brute-force approach for the node (or element) reduction in the extracted circuit output

has been proposed by Bastian et al. [5]. In their approach only rule-of-thumb heuristics are

applied to reduce the number of parasitic elements. For instance, capacitance and resistance

threshold values are set to filter out some elements with smaller values. The positions of

% .
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.

resistors or capacitors are flipped in order to combine two resistors or capacitors. Although this

type of approach is simple and acceptable in the sense of locality. it often produces somewhat

inaccurate results if we take the global RC network into account. One such example is that the

summation of a large number of small resistances may have a strong effect on the signal delay.I.

2 -. regardless of the small values of individual resistances. Instead of using pure heuristics we

must consider the signal delay of RC networks in developing an accurate node-reduction tech-

nique. Signal delay in RC trees or general RC networks has recently attracted much attention

S°,and interest [61-62] because of its application in timing analysis of digital .MOS integrated cir-

cuits. where MOS transistors are approximated by linear resistors. Generally. the signal delay

through RC circuits cannot be calculated in closed form. Without using a circuit simulation

technique, two approaches are proposed to analytically estimate the signal delay through RC

networks The first one [61] finds closed-form delav bounds at output node in RC networks.

while the second one [(621 roughly uses a time constant to approximate the signal delay through

RC networks The advantage of the first method is that the error bound can be predicted if

. -delay bounds are applied to estimate the timing information. However. one time-constant

1. approach, though hard to predict the error bound, is simple in the delay calculation.

In this chapter. a new accurate node-reduction technique based on a single time-constant

approach to reduce RC tree networks is presented. By applying this technique, not only the

. :number of parasitic elements can be reduced, but also the delay effect caused bv parasitics can

be accuratelk retained. This chapter is organized as follows In order to describe the node-

reduction problem, some definitions associated with a linear RC network are first gi',en Fol-

* lo' ing this the node-reduction method for a timing estimation is described. Based on the results
-"

deried for timing estimation. we then develop a heuristic node-reduction algorithm for the

purpose of circuit Nimulation

'' S - S N . N .-~
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6.2. Definitions

Deftnition 6.1 RC tree 171

A tree network of resistances on N+I nodes. not including the ground node, with node 0

designated as the root and C, denoting the capacitance connected between node k and ground, is

called an RC tree.

Definition 6.2 Rq in an RC tree

.5,

Let P, be the path between the root and node i in the RC tree. Define P, to be P, n P,.

Then R,1 is defined as the sum of resistances in path P,. If there is no intersection between

paths P, and P1 . then R is zero.

51,

Definition 6.3 Elmore's time constant [63]

In a linear RC network with zero initial charge. Elmre's time constant of node k is

defined as

TL = fty', (t )dt . (6.1)

0

where Y', (t) is the derivative of the transient response yk (t) of node k in the network. For an

RC tree. Elmore's time constant of node k can be derived as

A
TDS =Z R4,C, . (6.2)

Definition 6.4 P-R bounds of an RC tree [611

Consider a unit step input applied to the root node in an RC tree at time t =0. The fol-

lowing !ower and upper bounds v, (t) and v,, (t) of the voltage waveform v, (t) at output node

k are defined as P-R bounds.

K,

[• .~. -5.Ks
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0
t < 7, DA -T ,

VII (t)= 1--
t +T TD4 -TRA < t < T-TR (6.3)

TDA - ''5J T-k

" D • . .

epTPT,,- DA T TA<, t

TDL -t

T? t TD -TI,
V," (t TR4 (6.4)

.-- exp I(TD -TR4 -t )/TA TD,-T, < t

where Tnh is Elmore's time constant. and TP and TkA are defined as follows:

Tp = Ri,,C: (6.5) .

5 .v Rk. 2C, ,

TR = 7 (6.6)
=1R

6.3. Node Reduction for Critical Path Timing Estimation

6.3.1. Problem formulation

The problem we consider here can be described as follows. Let N denote a driver plus an

RC tree network with the driver input node and a set 0 of output nodes. For the timing esti-

mation of a given output node k E 0 we wish to replace the above network with a networkNR

consisting of a driver plus a simple RC network with only one resistance R,.,) between the
rl

root node and node k and one capacitance C,., between node k and ground. The criterion for

choosing R.q, and C,.,(, is that the response at node k due to a unit step input at the input of

2 •. * 2 . 2 * - . . -.'.J
a

i .

.'. " '" ° ' 
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driver in NR should Oclosely" match the corresponding response in the original network N. Fig- --

ure 6.1 shows an original RC tree and its reduced network used for timing estimation.

.. 1*

R 2

2

C 2

R u R 3  R4

uInput

C C Ceq

"' (a) An inverter driving an RIC tree

Input O1 -1

-CT -T C:

(b) An inverter driving a reduced network

Figure 6.1 An example RC tree and its reduced network.

.... -

* ~............
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6.3.2. Previous approach

A wavetorm-bound technique has been proposed to reduce an RC tree in a timing estima-

tion program called AUTODELAY [64]. The node-reduction procedures used in AUTODELAY

• can be summarized as follows:

(.) 1 For a given voltage threshold Vr . the propagation delay TPD(4 is approximated by finding

the cross point between the mean response of P-R bounds and this given threshold Vr .

namely., solving the following equation for time 1:

V7 = (v, (t ) + v, (t ))/2 (6.7)

(2) Find the equivalent single-time constant -T = Rq(4 )Cq(k) for node k based on the delay

TPI)( by solving the following equation:

T
PD'k)3 V, (6.s)

V I=1-e k

. (3) Calculate R,

(4) Compute R,.q(, and C by

- = (6.10)
Ri k

It should be noted that the propagation delay of node k through the RC tree can also be

approximated by

Li +
.T I ,(6 .11 )

Shere t and t-, satisfy the equations V, = %,"A (1 1) and V- = I'a (t2). Recently. several research-

ers [64-67] have applied these types of methods in estimating the signal propagation delay

through critical paths or in performing the node reduction ot interconnect RC trees in the VI SI

1% c h ip .,
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6.3.3. Our approach

The AUTODELAY approach for the node reduction of an RC tree is to choose R., = R

and C., ) to satisfy

Rey ()Ceq) = (6 12)

where T.) is computed from the P-R bounds using Equation (6.8). The motivation here is that

the responses in the original and reduced networks will have approximately the same dela\

However, there is still a degree of freedom in choosing individual 'values for R,,,, and C,..
'..

(only their product is required to he a constant). The ALTODELAY method sets R,, .(, to R.

first, then computes C,'(,. If the root node in either network is driven by an Ideal \(,ltage

source, then this poses no problem. llowe\.er, as in the case of VI SI circuits. if the root node is

drisen bv a nonideal source (such as an inverter element) then the source resistance and the

" capacitance at the root node also affect the choice of the individual values of the elements in the

reduced network.

In this section we consider a new technique to compute the values of the ifdi\idual ele-

I. Tments R,.( , ) and C,.q,, in the reduced network. First we compute the Hlmore's time Constant

T), between the root and node k in the original network. It must be noted that this computa-

tion merely involves simple multiplication and addition and is therefore much simpier than

computing r, by Equations (6.7) and (6.8). We then require R,'q and C, 1  t, sat;st

T~ r~- 1
Rei iC'q I

The motivation for such requirement is based on the following theorem.

Theorem 7.1

Consider an approximation of the waveform v, (t ) at node k in the RC tree by the ,a\e!,rm

I ( ) =( -e 
0 ) for a step input. It can be shown that this wa, eform (t !,ils

between 1P-R bounds [62.68]. i.e.. vA (t) I 4 (r ) (t v .

It is noted that for an RC tree, TA T A T.. there are three 'ases lor v,,, (I )-v II
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Dk 0

(2) TI, -TRI t Tp-TRA

- I+ TO,1  TD) TDI
+e +( (TRI TDL

t +TA t +T1 A t IR

e +--

-, ~ T V7)i

e R+ -e (Tp -TA )

-'/T,), R )ifI
01 R Dk

Tzp

*,[D - /! Tp -TI,

Ti' TnA

and there are two cases for v 0 -~(

T, t T - ", -t f T111 -1

TT T:),
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I", (t)v,, C

-t IT D TRA (TD1 -T -, /I
e - e RA

tII DA TR (7 Dk 'U Tr/b (T -A

- eM TkL' (2' -

LOA TR D.-2 Rk WOk,e - e

T-C T- 1+ I-

T? Ti)

T;cA Tp-TR41- +

In the next section we will discuss the problem of the nonzero source resistance of the

*dri'.er element in more detail andi derive a further restriction on C,. wxhich together wxith

fIciUation (0 13)' .ill %ield explicit values for R, and C

* 6.3.4. Node reduction technique

Sin~e Ilmore's time constant is a good single time constant to approximate a multiple -

time-constant svstem. in our approach we first let R, and C satisfy Equation(61)

The cholke of R., and C, 04. however, depends strongly~ on the loading effect of an RC tree

*to il drr. er. and is not arbitrary It R,',,,, , is simpl% taken as R,.the loading effect of the cal-

* Utlated C.', , to djri~er is some'w hat inac:,urate. In finding in appropriate C:,,, ). we shift the

root of the RC tree to the input nodle of dri'.er and include another constraint. namelR.

I ]more s time constant from input node of non- ideal diri\ er to out nut node stays , the s.ame

,efire and after the node reduction I et R, and C. he on-resistance andi output capaL!,ance of
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the driver, respectively If Tf*', and T;), are Elmores time constants computed from the input

node of the driver to output node k in the original and the reduced circuits, respectively, this

constraint can be written as follows:

P1 TI)= T' (6.14)

where

D4= + ' (6.15)

V and

T = RI C,+C, Id + T. (6.16)

T TFrom the above constraint and Equation (6.13). the values of R and can be given by

~ )(6.17)

R I

Aq( - r (6.18)
-. ', C ..Y (4 )

As an example. the following equality must hold for the circuit shown in Figure 6 1.

R, fC +C,+C , +C 3 +C 4 +C 5 +C 6 +C 7 + ,C.7)C, (7)

=R, C, + C~q7J + R,' ,7) ,f( 7) T (6.19)

,k here R, and C, are the on-resistance and the output capacitance of the driver. respectively.

On ,implification. it is clear that CF has to be equal to the sum of all capacitances in the RC

Itree Then trom Lquation (6.13) the value of R, 1 , can be easily determined. In this particu-

lar example. C = C +C,+Cl+C4 +CS+Cb+C and R,.. = '/ ) It is noticed that in the

. constraint formulation, although the on-resistance R, and the output capacitance C, enter the

expression. the', are cancelled out in the final formulas. Therefore. this technique is independent

ol the on- reistance and the output capacitance ol the dri'.er

J-
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For the purpose of comparison, a modified AUTODELAY method which utilizes the fol-

lowing equations to find R and C is also studied.

T
Rq (4 R A (6.20)

T Re A
C~q (A (6.21) .

This method is similar to the AUTODELAY method except that the equivalent time constant is

T), instead of T calculated by Equation (6.8) via P-R bounds. The example circuit used in

this study along with the simulation output waveforms are depicted in Figure 6.2. The percen-

tage error in the propagation delay is -42.3 for the modified AUTODELAY method, while the

percentage error is only -3.8 by using our method. These numbers indicate that our technique

is substantially better than the above mentioned technique in terms of accuracy. This is partic- -

ularlv true when the on-resistance of driver is very high. In such case, the loading effect of

caracitance to dri'.er becomes more pronounced and cannot be neglected.

6.4. Node Reduction for Circuit Simulation

6.4.1. Problem formulation

If we want to use the node-reduction technique to reduce RC networks for circuit simula-

tion. then the problem here is different from the problem previously described. The node- . -

reduction problem for circuit simulation can be described as follows. Let N denote a driver

plus an RC tree network with the driver input node and a set 0 of output nodes. We wish to .-

replace the above tree network with a network NR consisting of the same driver plus a simple

RC netxork, in which only the root node and the set of nodes in 0 are involved, such that for

each node k E 0 there is a resistance R,q(, between the root and node k and a capacitance

C between the node k and the ground node. The criterion for choosing the element values

i N., is that the response at node i E 0 due to a unit step input at the input of the drver in

V

. - -. .. ...- ., . - .,- " ..- . . . . - .- " ' ' ,,, • ". " " -. - -. -, . -. "° '. ,2 . , ' ". . .". " " ."" .- % % -, ¢, "
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Figure 6.2 Inverter driving an RC line and its simulation output.

N; should "closely" match the corresponding response in the original network N. Figure 6.3

• "shows the desired circuit schematic after the node reduction is performed on the circuit illus-

trated in Figure 6.1.

"*-
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Reg (2)

2

Cq (2)

Input 04
C, Ceq (4)

7

Cq (7)

Figure 6.3 A reduced circuit for circuit simulation.

6.4.2. Heuristic algorithm for node reduction in extracted circuit output

T CT

In contrast to finding just one pair of R,,j(, ) and C,,(, in the node reduction for timing

estimation. our goal here is to find every pair of R,,(, ) and C,,(, ) for each k E 0 which accu-

rately approximates the delays from the input node to output nodes, regardless of electrical

parameters associated with the driver. However. the method we develop is still based on the

concept of node reduction for timing estimation. Two constraints on the values of Rq k and

C,, , after node reduction are enforced:

(1) ['more's time constants computed from the root are equal in the original and reduced net-

works, namely.

T,-= T.), for k E 0 (6.22)

It should be noted that Elmore's time constant after node reduction at node k is equal to

R, ,C ,l4 r.•,

(2 ) Elmore's time constants computed from the input of the driver are equal in the original

and reduced networks. namely.

'p
'p,€ '-"-"'','"","..,.. : . ... .: 'j '''. ,-.-. ...-.--.- , .... ,. . '.; -... ,. ' '.'." -. ,. . . .- ; . ••- -
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T0 ,h =T,. for k E . (6 23)

\x~ here

T = R, C,+ C, + Tjj (6.24)

and

I I
T. =R, C + . C.,, + T (6.25)

. Consider an RC tree with m output nodes. From the first constraint, ni constraint equations

can he derived- But only one constraint equation will be obtained from the second constraint

after cancellation. namely

. C,.) = C (6.26)
,EO d=l

Therelore, in this case we have to solve 2m variables from m+1 constraint equations. Except

for m =1. the number of variables is less than the number of equations. In order to compute the

• exact values for R,., ) and C.,,,( ), a heuristic method based on Equation (6.26) is employed to

calculate m capacitances. Equation (6.22) is then used to calculate the rest of m resistances.

[he heuristic node-reduction algorithm can be described as follows:

Node Reduction Algorithm

1 1. For each k E 0 determine Elmore's time constant TD between root node 0 and node k.

2. For each output node k E 0. calculate the equivalent R ,, and C,.,(4 as follows:

C,'] C.,", - C1

(6.27)
C,

'47
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TDk °R, hy = -(6.28)

NC

where C, = ,Ck is the total capacitance in the RC tree.

3. For each k E 0. TD can be used to estimate the propagation delay. Therefore. given a

delay threshold, we can determine whether lumping the equivalent resistance R.,,i is

really necessary. We report R.,(,) only when the value of TD, is greater than a certain

delav threshold. Otherwise, we discard the element R, and just merge the two nodes.

It must be noted that fan-out gate capacitances need to be added in the interconnect RC
.c.

trees when applying this algorithm and should be subtracted from the output node capaci-

tances. Therefore. the main consideration taken in step 2 is to make sure that the value of the

output capacitance is greater than zero after substracting fan-out gate capacitances. The sim-

plest distribution of C, which meets the above requirement is shown in step 2. namely, using

the output node capacitance as a weight to distribute CT.

As an example. Figure 6.4 shows a circuit where a driver has an RC tree as a load. After

applying the node-reduction algorithm, the reduced circuit is shown in Figure 6.5. Assume that

the on-resistance and output capacitance of the driver are 500 (Q and 0.2 pf. respectively. The

output waveforms of node 21 before and after using the node-reduction technique for a 1.66

V/ns ramp input are shown in Figure 6.6. The propagation delays and rise times for all output

nodes are also listed in Table 6.1. Comparisons of output responses show reasonable agreement

between the two outputs. This is because in the node-reduction process we have already con-

sidered the loading effect of each output node. Some errors produced are due to the use of a

single-time-constant system approximating a multiple-time-constant system. Also the increase

of R, and C, decreases the errors observed in the output waveforms. The reason for this is that A

R, and C, pla, dominant roles in determining the output waveforms when the values of R,

and C become larger.

................................................. .........................................................................
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Figure 6.4 An example RC tree with an inverter driver.
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TFable 6.1 Propagation and rise-time delays
of the circuit shown in Fig. 6.4.

Before node reduction After node reduction "___
Nod e Number T,, (ns) ,,(ns) Tpr (ns) Error (%) (ns) Error (7)

4 2.94 10.09 2.88 2.0 10.04 0.5
6 2.94 10.08 2.90 1.4 10.04 0.4

12 2.94 10.08 2.90 1.4 r 10.04 0.4
14 2.94 10.08 2.90 1.4 10.04 0.4

15 3.50 10.21 3.45 1.4 10.55 3.3
16 3.62 10.22 3.57 1.4 10.69 4.6

17 3.42 10.20 3.39 0.9 10.49 2.8 -]

F 19 3.74 10.23 3.74 0.0 10.84 6.0
. 21 3.71 10.23 3.67 1.1 10.81 5.7

6.4.3. Implementation

In applying the above algorithm to circuit extraction, first of all. the circuit extractor

should be able to model interconnects as RC networks. In our circuit extractor we have

employed a tv o-segment. 7r-lumped RC circuit model to approximate the distributed behavior

of all bran(hes in the interconnection region. Every net is then tested to see whether further

node reduction is possible, depending on the net type and connection information. Generally. if

the net is connected to the pull-up node and no pass transistors are connected to it. this net can

he passed to the node reduction module for further processing. In the node-reduction module.

the driver node associated with each net is first identified as a root. As for the RC tree synthesis

algorithm, the dynamic tree node allocation technique is utilized in order to reduce memory

owerhead and make the RC tree construction more flexible. Also note that during the tree con-

struction step fan-out gate (.apacitances ha'.e to be estimated and added to the associated nodes

of the RC tree in order to correctly take output capacitive loadings into account. Al ter the RC

tree corresponding to this root has been constructed. the de-, h-first search algorithm Is used 1O

find 'lmore's time constant of every output node. The algorithm Ae use s.I,, idar to the

. -2
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"TRI. algorithm" presented in [62] Finally. this information is used to produce simple lumped

RC networks b the heuristic algorithm given in the previous section Since the heuristic

includes the filtering process. negligible resistances are always discarded and will not be

reported in the extraction output.

'[he above algorithm is implemented in our extractor as follows:

Input transistor netlist Ml and nets N,,.

Output transistor netlist MP and nets N, with
reduced RC networks.

PROCDUIIRE RFI)I (TRLT(M, N1, );

begin
I From M, find a set of pull-up nodes P.
2 for (each nodet E P) (1o

begin
3 Fetch the associated net N, E N1, of node i;
4 Construct the RC tree T f rom net N, and

set the root of tree to i:
I5 it (no pass transistors connected to T, ) then

begin
6 Add fan-out node capacitances to the

corresponding output nodes in T,
7 Perform node reduction and filtering process;

(Node reduction algorithm)
p ~8 Update node number for transistors;

9. Subtract fan-out capacitances from the
corresponding output nodes;

end,
end;

10). return(M, and N, )
end.

6.5. Examples

'I he hr<t example wxe will illustrate is an NMOS one-bit full adder. Circuit extractions

.,ere pert. rmed kith and ,kithout applying the node reduction, and followed by SPICE2 r]

Sr. Uit ,imulations. I iture 0 7 shows the output waveforms of the sum bit before a- ier

,rt,'rming the node-re1ku4tion technique. "Phis simulation indicates *hat both waveforms agree

. Aell lfwe'.er, sImlation lime tor he circuit vith node reduction is 239 less than that

• . " - - , , * - " -, -- .. , • . .- .-, ., - , % - * . , ' , % % % % ' , , % ° * -% , -• • " , % •I
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As another example. the layout of a CMIOS PLA consisting of 44 transistors was extracted

ith and without the node reduction The circuit output consisted of 81 resistors and 9) capa- r

citors without an, node reduction, while it consists of 56 resistors and 74 capacitors after node

reduction. Simulation results also show good agreement between the two waveforms. In this

• particular example, the simulation time is reduced by 1017c with the node reduction. Finally. a

. 4-bit NMOS full adder consisting of 82 transistors was composed from the 1-bit full adder pre-

viouslv considered, and was extracted. The extraction output contains 154 resistors and 190

capacitors before the node reduction is performed. However, after the node reduction only 70

resistors and 106 capacitors are left in the output. A substantial number of resistors and capa-

citors is reduced or filtered out in this case. The results from circuit simulations still confirm

. the accuracy ol our proposed node-reduction technique.

3 6.6. Conclusions

A simple node-reduction technique for RC tree networks is presented in this chapter. This

method computes the values of the resistances and capacitances in the reduced network using

the concept ol Elmore s time constant. Circuit simulations show that application of this tech-

nique reduces complicated RC trees into simple lumped RC networks without significant loss

in accuracy Therefore. this technique is useful in circuit extraction. It can be used to decrease

the number of nodes in RC tree networks for modeling the interconnect regions in circuit lay-

outs. thereby reducing the circuit simulation time in the next step of layout verification. A

heuristic algorithm based on this technique has been implemented in our experimental circuit

extractor Simulation results show a good agreement in timing for RC networks obtained

before and after applying this technique. Another potential application of this node-reduction

technique is mentioned in [64-651. wherein every RC tree is simplified to a single RC circuit.

,ind 'hen dela', euuations are used to estimate timing through a user-specified critical path.

"

""" " " "' " ' ' "" " "" " " " "" "" "" .p, *,. ,- :'. .- -. . . . ..-""- -.. . . .." r'''''. . . -. * 1
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6.7. Remarks

The node-reduction technique can easily be adapted to RC mesh net\vorks in which some

resistance loops exist. In this more general case. the definition of I:lmore's time constant men-

tioned in the first section is still valid. However. the value of R. .can no longer be determined

by inspection of the topology of mesh networks. Two methods can he used to calculate

Illmore's time constant in a general RC circuit The first method follows the definition of

Flmore's time constant by finding the conductance matrix first. The conductance matrix for the

RC mesh networks can be easily obtained by the stamp method proposed in the modified nodal

analysis [69]. which is widely used in circuit analysis programs. Then the resistance matrix is

found by inversion of the conductance matrix, and R,, is simply the ki' entry of this resis-

tance matrix [70]. Since this method involves matrix inversion, it may be very time-

consuming. The second method, instead of finding R,,. is to compute Elmore s time constants

directlv bv the iterative scheme as mentioned in [62). This method employs the concept of tree

decomposition and load redistribution and solves a system of linear equations. Hlowever. no

matter which method is chosen, once the value of Elmore's time constant is known, the applica-

tion of our technique is fairly straightforward.

ft. -- -~ ~~ - - t .*t f -. ~ -
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*, C1APTER 7.

CONCLUSIONS"

Layout verification, which checks if the design works as originally intended, is a crucial

step in the final stage of a VLSI chip design. Layout design verification typically consists of

three functions: (1) design-rule check (DRC). (2) functional verification, and (3) performance

verification. These functions are explained below.

Design rules are specified in terms of a set of geometric constraints, which are the physical

limitations imposed by the fabrication process. For example. a metal line cannot be narrower

than a certain width; otherwise, it \x ill be subjected to an electromigration reliability problem

or possibly a break-up due to misalignment. Design rule checks involve intensive geometric

manipulations. Violations in design rules will decrease the chip yield. Therefore. all critical

design rules have to be checked before the design is sent to be fabricated.

Functional verification checks the extracted function of a layout with the intended func-

tion Circuit extraction is first applied to obtain the transistor netlist from the layout. This

• " extracted netlist is then checked for connectivity against the original schematic by a schematic

comparison program. or an electrical rule checker can be used to detect electrical rule violations

such as power-to-ground shorts. Logic or circuit simulation can also be employed to check the

- function of the extracted circuit. However, it is input-dependent and cannot pinpoint error

locations correctly.

Performance \erification checks the timing characteristics against the design specification

(rtuit parameters related to propagation delays must be carefully modeled and extracted. For

example. the extractor has to pro\ ide a list of transistors and interconnect parasitics. and their

- " f,,lecti, t~es ani associated parameters. such as channel widths and lengths. capacitance and

XI
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resistance values. This extracted information is then fed into a circuit simulator to check if the

design satisfies the timing specifications.

Handcrafted and semiautomated design techniques result in error-prone layouts. which

require all three types of layout verification. Recently, there is a trend toward the use of

fully-automated design techniques such as silicon compilers and macrocell assemblers. These

"correct-by-construction" tools are able to implement circuit layouLs from a high-level descrip-

tion without human intervention. Although design rules and the layout function may not be

checked, performance verification is still a necessity to guarantee a successful design. This is

especially true in today's VLSI circuits with higher complexity and even smaller feature sizzs.

Propagation delays due to interconnects in a VISI chip become almost comparable to gate

delays, Hlence, in order to predict the timing effect caused by interconnect parasitics. these

parasitics must he directly modeled from actual physical layouts.

In this thesis, performance verification of VLSI circuits related to critical interconnect

parasitics is tackled from several respects. First. two-dimensional numerical models for inter-

connects are studied, and are used to produce the reference values for deriving closed-form for-

mulas. Second. in order to automate the parasitic identification process, a circuit extractor that

takes a circuit layout as input and computes detailed interconnect parasitics by using the fitted

formulas has been built. This step involves some critical geometric manipulations. Finally. in

order to predict the parasitic effect on the timing performance of a VLSI s'ystem. a node-

collapsing technique which retains the delay effect of interconnects has been studied.

The first part of this thesis deals with two-dimensional numerical models for intercon-

nects. Based on these models, a finite-element program FEMRC has been developed and imple-

mented on a SLX workstation. This program requires no geometric limitations in calculating

capacitances anti resistances due to the nature of the finite-element method. In resistance calcu-

lation, contact resistance Is caret ully modeled by taking a quasi-three-dimensional current flow

0
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into account Furthermore, only a small amount of input data has to be provided by the users

because of the use of an interactive grid generator i(;(;12. This feature substantially increases

the usefulness of FE.MRC.

In the second part of this thesis, we concentrate on developing a hierarchical parasitic and

circuit extractor HPEX to deal with the increased complexity and small feature sizes of VLSI

circuits. Storing layout data hierarchically. HIPEX is able to handle a large volume of data as

compared to flat extraction if the regularity factor is very high. I[PEX also performs extraction

. hierarchically, thereby saving CPU time significantly by not extracting repeated cells. Main

• *. features of this program are summarized as follows:

I) It is able to model interconnection lines as distributed lumped circuits directly from a cir-

cuit laout and automatically renumbers the generated circuit.

N (2.) In order to reduce computation time. analytical formulas instead ot numerical methods

are employed to compute interconnect resistances and capacitances which include coupling

capacitances betw een interconnection lines.

(3) The difference in feature sizes between mask layouts and actual fabricated conductors is

taken into account by a geometry preprocessing step in which a novel scanline method is

used. The accuracy of the interconnect model increases if changes in feature sizes after

fabrication are taken into consideration.

4 In tell extraction, a new accurate node reduction technique is employed to facilitate design

%erification.

. 5 The output format is exactl, the SPIWT input

* .' These features demonstrate that the use of IIPEX along with other simulation tools in layout

er;tiat,(,n are able to guarantee the successfulness of the first turnaround in the design cycle,

* , Since the fabrication process. \A hich translates a layout design into a piece of .licon. is very

.
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costly and time-consuming, the production cost can be significantly reduced it we are able to

guarantee the correctness of a VLSI design at the very beginning.

In this thesis, the signal delav affected bv interconnects for layout verification is primarily '-,

emphasized. llcwever. there are still other factors which affect the reliability or the func-

tionality of a circuit operation. The issues of electromigration and power or ground voltage

drop have recently attracted several researchers' attention [71-73] due to their important roles

in the chip operation for small feature sizes. In VLSI chips power is distributed through metal

lines. Current flox' leads to the problems of metal migration and excessive voltage drop. Metal

migration may produce a break in a metal line. causing a reliability problem. Excessive voltage -"

drops may result in incorrect logic operation and degradation in the chip speed. Metal migration

is a wear-out phenomenon in which the median time to failure (MTTF) of a metal line is

inverselv proportional to some power of current density. In a typical design. MTTF should pass

the expected life of the system. Since the current density estimation in a metal line strongly

depends on the physical layout and the circuit operation, estimations given by designers are

tedious and difficult. Therefore, the need for CAD tools that are able to automate the estimation

of current density in each branch of the power network is becoming increasingly apparent.

Some possible extensions of FEMRC and IIPEX may cope with this probiem. First. HPEX A

is enhanced bv incorporating FEMRC to calculate resistances of irregularly shaped conductor

regions. Then an RC network is extracted from the layout of power distribution. ItPEX is also

used to extract each individual cell. SPICE simulation of these cells can then be used to estimate

the current loading to the extracted power RC network. Although the current drawn by cells is

transient in time and input-dependent, it can be transformed statistically into "continuous dc

electromigration equivalent values." After the current loading set is known. by SPICE simula-

tion the current in each metal branch and the node voltages are easily computed. If the metal

branch is rectangular. the estimation Mf current density is obvious. I the metal branth is irreg-

ular. some heuristics or I:\.IRC using nodal \ ltdges as he houndary; coni1on can be aipiied

.- "i"2- ?i- ;-. -. --i . '. i" '-: 7 ., > " :. 'i ,'.. " - : • ":" -: -"- -S
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to estimate the maximum current density inside this region. The current density is then

checked against the specified value to see if the electromigration rule is violated. Voltage drops

in power lines are also estimated at this stage. If there are some violations, a technique similar

to SPIDER [72] is recommended to adjust the width of conductors.

Another possible extension of HPEX is to extract the symbolic layout from the physical

layout. This symbolic layout extraction is also known as a circuit disassembler [74], which not

only extracts devices and nets. but also determines the relative positions of symbolic circuit

- elements. This type of extraction facilitates physical layout conversion when design rules are

* changed by only compacting the symbolic layout. Therefore. most of the previously designed

layouts can he reused even when we have different design rules.

N
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APPENDIX A.

HPEX USER'S MANUAL N

"-,S

This user's manual describes how to use IIPEX, a semi-interactive hierarchical circuit

extractor. IIPEX reads an intergrated circuit layout description in Caltech Intermediate Form -'

(CIF 2.0) and creates five different circuit descriptions as described in Chapter 1. Comparison

or simulation can then be driven from each different extracted circuit to insure the correctness

of the design.

If schematics are used to produce a layout. we have to certify that the actual layout is

what it is intended for. One possible technique is to use simulation as a tool for verification.

However, this becomes prohibitive as the size and complexity of the circuits grow. A netlist

comparison program, such as GEMINI. is therefore adopted to verify the connectivity of the

extracted circuit. Two netlists are requi-ed as input to GEMINI. The first one is a transistor-

level netlist from the schematics. The second one is a netlist extracted from the layout by

tIPEX. Netlist comparison is extremely useful in locating bugs in terms of connectivity.

If timing information is needed in verifying the timing characteristics of the circuit, the

extracted circuit output has to be simulated by a timing simulator or a circuit simulator. Tim-

ing simulators such as MOSTIM can handle a large circuit by simplifying the timing model.

wl-ile circuit simulators such as SPICE can only simulate a few thousand devices due to com-

plicated device models. Typically. only the critical path of the entire chip is simulated by a cir-

cuit simulator.

. In this user's manual, the input format for HPEX including some user extensions of CIf is

first described. Then parameters in the process file associated with HPEX are listed and

explained. Finally. bv a layout example, the execution of -IPEX is illustrated.
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A. 1. Input Format OP

The input to fIPEX is described in a subset of (IF, namely. Manhattan geometries l)etails

of CIF syntax and semantics can be found in [22] For the purpose of labeling the signal names

-t of some particular nodes and the terminal names of a cell description. several user-extension

commands on CIF have been developed. The CIF extension commands 95. 96. 90. 91. and 99

are used to name nodes. The forms of these CIF commands are as Iollo\s:

95 name x y layer:

96 name x v layer:

90 name x v laver.

91 name x v layer:

99 name x y laver:

where 95 input node,

96 : output node,

90 " ground node.

91 " power node.

, 99: terminal node.

and name : character name for signal.

. These commands attach the name to the mask geometry on the specified layer crossing the point

(x. v). These names may contain any ASCII character except space. tab. newline. double

quotes. parenthesis, and semicolon. It should be noted that the point of a signal name must be

attached to a corresponding laver described in terms of the designated integer numbers, The

mapping between layers and internal integer numbers has been described in Chapter 4. In the

terminal labelin,. the attached point must be on the boundary ol the corresponding cell.

• .. , ... .. '.... .. ... , .. --..... . ,-.---., ..-. ...-.-.-...- ,..-. - , '.% ..-
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A.2. Process File

In order to run IIPEX. a process file "cMOSprocess.h" has to he included in the current

directory. All the necessary process parameters. which determine the values of interconnect

parasitics, are contained in this file. By changing the parameters. user', can easily experiment

* withi different processes. The parameters listed in the file "cmosprocess.h" are summarized as

follo'As:

(I Process parameters *

* RFSdiff: diff usion sheet resistance

RI-Spol%: polysilica)n sheet resistance

RE-Smetall: metal I sheet resistance

RI7Smetal2: metal 2 sheet resistance

SCRFSdit1: diffusion specific contact resistivity

SURIESpoly: polvsilicon specific contact resistivity

* SCRESmetaI. metal specific contact resistivity

* TlllC~poly: thickness of polysilicon

TlllCKmetal I: thickness of metal I

* T'lllC-Kmetal2: thickness of metal 2

* TIC(K field: thickness of the field oxide

TI IICKoxI1 thickness of the dielectric between metal I and diff or poly

ThhlCKox2: thickness of the dielectric between metal 1 and metal 2

I llICKpass: thickness of passivation layer

lHpSOx I.. permittivitv of dielectric 1

* II Sox2: permittivitv of dielectric 2

*~ I PSpass: permittivity Of the passivation dielectric

-~ IPSsi. permittivit% Of silicon

\F intrinsic carrier concentration of the semiconductor 1 .4;*10**() 'cm**3 at 3()(k
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KEQN" averaging factor for junction capacitance calculation for NMOS devices

KEQP: averaging factor for junction capacitance calculation for P\IOS devices

NDN: drain, source N doping for NiOS devices

NDP: drain, source 1N doping for PMOS devices

NSUB: n-type substrate doping

NPWELL: p-well doping

TOX: oxide thickness

XJP: metallurgical junction depth for 1P diffusion

XJN: metallurgical junction depth for N diffusion

' [DP: P type lateral diffusion

.. LDN: N type lateral diffusion

* VT: thermal voltage

Q: electronic charge

(JOP zero-bias bulk junction bottom cap. per unit area for P diff

.
(JON: zero-bias bulk junction bottom cap. per unit area for N diff

COX: gate oxide cap. per unit area

PBP: built-in junction potential for P diff

PBN: built-in junction potential for N cliff

-'GSOP: gate-source overlap cap. per meter channel width for PdffS devices

CG;SoN: gate-source overlap cap. per meter channel width for NM S devices

Rth: lower threshold for resistance

Rthseg: higher threshold for resistance

(selfth: threshold I or self-capacitance

(koupth: threshold for coupling capacitance

\FI'(;AP: threshold for the net distance - used in coupling capacitance calculation

BR-ANCIIGAP: threshold for the branch distance - used in coupling capacitance calculation

'"- '": ........ ,....-....... ... ,....,.,,'..., ..- .- .,.--..- ... v,.,: .:.,
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ltoriScale: scaling factor for the layout - only horizontal

I)!IAYTII: threshold for the delay used in the node reduction

GLITCIITII: threshold for voltage glitch - for filtering negligible effect of coupling capacitance

Cnj: capacitance per unit area for N diff junctions

(njp: capacitance per unit length for N diff junctions

Cpj: capacitance per unit area foi P diff junctions

Cpjp: capacitance per unit length for P diff junctions

(,m2m1: capacitance per unit area between metal and metal 2

Cm2p: capacitance per unit area between metal 2 and poly

Cm I p: capacitance per unit area between metal 1 and polv

Cmid: capacitance per unit area between metal I and diffusion

Cm2of: capacitance per unit area between metal 2 and field oxide

Cmlof: capacitance per unit area between metal I and field oxide

('pof: capacitance per unit area between poly and field oxide

featuresized: feature size threshold for diffusion

featuresizep: feature size threshold for poly

featuresizem: feature size threshold for metalI

featuresizem2: feature size threshold for metal 2

offset[l..nmsklvls]: offset distance for each mask level

( ENI) OF PROCFSS PARAMETERS *)

A.3. Running HPEX

To run HPEX the command line would look as follows:

hpex [- [w] [o1 [h] [el I ciffile [outfile] [logfiel 

HIPFX gets command line arguments for program use. The four fields after hpex are defined as

{options" A minus sign. followed by the letter w, or the letter o. or the letter h or The letter

Ii . . . . .. . . .. . ."-- - - - -' '' '
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e. or an, combination of these.

-O turn ofl all \arnings The default is to send warnings to the log file
%-0

cause tree optimization to be performed If omitted the default is not to per-

"- form tree optimization.

-h

turn on a hierarchical extraction. The default Is to perform a flat extraction

-e

cause nonblank characters following the CIF End command to generate a warn-

ing only. The default is to generate an error.

'ciile} The name of the CIF file to be used as input to the extraction program.

,outfile} The name cf the output file to which the extracted information is to be written If

this field is omitted, the default is to send the listing information to the file

'ciffile.out.'

'logfile} The name of the log file to which the listing information is to be written. If this field

is omitted. the default is to send the listing information to the file *ciffile.log."

A.4. Example

The CIF file "inv.cif" of a CM(OS inverter shown in Figure A. is described as follows:

)S 10 1 2:
9 invl:
I. CW:

13 4-S()0 9(XX) -36(X) -3900:
1. CM:

13 48)0 150) -3600 6450:
13I()(O 24(X) -3600 2700;
B 2100 15(X) -3450 750;

J
N-..- -.-.

A'. A
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-4°

I •

r Am l o

B 1800 240X) -3600 -12(X):
B 1800) 1800 -3600 -4800:
B 48(X) 1500 -3600 -6450:

L CP:
B 3600) 600 -3900 4800:
B 9(X) 3300 -5250 2850;
B 12(X) 900 -54(X) 750:
B 9(00 3000 -5250 -1200):
B 1500 3(00 -3150 1350:
B 2700) 9(0) -2550 750:
B 1500 3(X) -3150 150:
B 3600) 900 -39(00 -3150:.

B 18(00 4800 -3600) 4(%(X):
B 18MX 63(X) -36(0) -4050:

L CC:
B 60X) 600 -3600 6450:
B 6(X) 600) -36(X) 3150:
B 600) 600 -36(0) -1650:
B 600 600 -3600 -4950:
B 6(X) 6200 -3600 -6450:
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S."

S."

13 (00 600 -3150 750:
M ~I (N,,

Ii 1()() 6000 -360() 4S((.

B .3()()() 2 100 360() -6750.
99 Ignd -6(X)O -66(X) 5,
99 rgnd -1200 -66WX) 5,
99 inp -6(X)() 600 3.
99 out I 200 600 3.
99 Ivdd -6000 6300 5: ,

99 rvdd -1200 630() 5.

,... (C 10 "T 0.0):.-

E-nd

. A tvpical run for IIPEX is to type the following command line:

hpex -h inv.cif inv.out
S,'S

* Following this. several interactive questions have to be answered by the user to complete the

input session. In this example. the follo,'ing questions appear on the terminal screen sequen-

tiallv.

\Which file do you like to generate"

( ) mosTI.m input file

(2) SPICE input file

(3) GEMINI inputfile

(4) Logic block description

- Enter choice : 2

Do %ou like to use measured parameters in capacitance computation? [n] CR

. Do vou like to calculate coupling capacitances? [n] y CR

IDo \ou like to perform node reduction? [n) CR

)o vou like to generate SPICF model cards? In] CR

It ,hould be noted that the answer "no" is defaulted to each question when we hit the carriage

return -t ter the execution is completed. the output file "inv.out" looks as follows:

•INPUTI F:II.+ , in,,.cif

[ -TRA(I(u)N i)AT_ 10 -Aug S7 TIME 15:33:31

:':- S
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* INPUT DECK FOR SPICE

.subckt inv1 13 12 16 17 9 22
*rgnd :13
*Ignd :12
*rvdd 16
*Ivdd :17
*out " 9
*inp 22
*total no. of transistors " 2
* NET5

rOOO1 20 22 2.5 0 0e+01
r00 0 2 20 19 1.58 7e+02
r0003 18 20 1.889e+02
cO001 18 0 0.0035 1pf
cO0 0 2 22 0 0.00052pf
cOO03 20 0 0.00693pf
c0004 19 0 0.00364pf
* NET4

r0004 15 16 9.6 0 0e-02
rOO05 15 17 9.6 0 0e-02
r0006 14 15 5.857e+0
c000 5 14 0 0.00042pf
cOO06 17 0 0.00167pf
c0007 16 0 0.00167pf
c0008 15 0 0.00375pf
* NET3
rO007 11 13 9.600e-02
rO008 11 12 9.6 0 0e-02
rOOt9 10 11 1.004e+01
rO0() 10 11 1.006e+01
c000 9 10 0 0.00265pf
c0010 12 0 0.00167pf
cOOl 1 13 0 0.00167pf
cOO12 11 0 0.00598pf
* NFT2
rO011 8 7 5.935e+)0
rO012 8 9 7.002e+01
rOO13 6 8 5.101e+00
cOO13 6 0 0.00250pf -

c0014 9 0 0.00297pf
cOO15 7 0 0.00250pf
c0)16 8 0 0.0 0 7 9 8 pf
ml 7 18 14 1 pdev 1= 3 .00u w- 9.00u
+ ad= 9 4.50p as= 9 4.50p
m2 10 19 6 0 ndev 1= 4.50u w- 9.0(u
+ ad= 16 2 .(X)p as= 81.OOp
.ends inv I
xl 12 1013 11 98 invl
*Readin time • 0.42
*Geometric extraction time ' 1.13
*Total job time • 1.55

p "-°
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'p

In the output file. the user-specified node names are listed with their corresponding integer

nde numbers. '[his information will help users to identilv ilo node numbers in the simula-

tion phase. Since the output file is SPICE-input compatible, it is ready for simulation except

that users have to supply the input waveforms.
U

- -

a%

-'"
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